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ABSTRACT
The major motivation for self-adaptive computing systems is the self-adjustment of
the software according to a changing environment. Adaptive computing systems can add,
remove, and replace their own components in response to changes in the system itself and
in the operating environment of a software system. Although these systems may provide
a certain degree of confidence against new environments, their structural and behavioral
changes should be validated after adaptation occurs at runtime.
Testing dynamically adaptive systems is extremely challenging because both the
structure and behavior of the system may change during its execution. After self adaptation
occurs in autonomic software, new components may be integrated to the software system.
When new components are incorporated, testing them becomes vital phase for ensuring
that they will interact and behave as expected. When self adaptation is about removing
existing components, a predefined test set may no longer be applicable due to changes in
the program structure. Investigating techniques for dynamically updating regression tests
after adaptation is therefore necessary to ensure such approaches can be applied in practice.
We propose a model-driven approach that is based on change propagation for synchr-
onizing a runtime test model for a software system with the model of its component
structure after dynamic adaptation. A workflow and meta-model to support the approach
was provided, referred to as Test Information Propagation (TIP). To demonstrate TIP, a
prototype was developed that simulates a reductive and additive change to an autonomic,
service-oriented healthcare application.
iii
To demonstrate the generalization of our TIP approach to be instantiated into the
domain of up-to-date runtime testing for self-adaptive software systems, the TIP approach
was applied to the self-adaptive JPacman 3.0 system.
To measure the accuracy of the TIP engine, we consider and compare the work of a
developer who manually identifyied changes that should be performed to update the test
model after self-adaptation occurs in self-adaptive systems in our study. The experiments
show how TIP is highly accurate for reductive change propagation across self-adaptive
systems. Promising results have been achieved in simulating the additive changes as well.
iv
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The systems, technologies, and enterprises of today have become highly complex
and heterogeneous. Traditional approaches to managing this complexity have focused on
manual configuration, integration, and maintenance. However, due to increasingly rapid
changes in the context, goals, and requirements of software systems, there is a demand to
perform such tasks automatically during runtime [91].
Major engineering performers have recognized the need to shift the onus of support
tasks such as configuration, maintenance and fault management from people to technology
[35, 51, 77]. Microsoft developed the Dynamic Systems Initiative [77]; Hewlett-Packard
proposed the Adaptive Infrastructure [51]; and in 2001, IBM introduced the Autonomic
Computing (AC) paradigm [62]. A central theme within each initiative is the concept of
self-managing software (i.e., software system able to control their own support tasks).
Autonomic and adaptive computing seeks to meet this demand by specifying sys-
tems that can self-configure, self-optimize, self-heal, and self-protect [62]. However, the
development of such systems has been shown to be significantly more challenging than
traditional software systems, that are relatively more static and predictable [5]. These types
of systems can add, remove, or replace their own components at runtime, referred to in this
dissertation as additive, reductive, and mutative changes.
In comparison with conventional software systems, one of the characteristics of a
self-adaptive software system is that not all activities of its life cycle occurs during the de-
velopment time, much is left to be conducted during runtime (e.g. reconfiguration). During
runtime a self-adaptive software system observes and analyses itself and its environment
for any changes, and if an adaptation becomes necessary, a set of actions will be generated
and then taken to adapt itself in an effective manner.
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As dynamic adaptation occurs, the dependency relationships between the component
targeted for adaptation and other system components should be updated, to be consistent
with the new changes. As a result of a new adaptation, new errors can be introduced
after changes have been made to the adaptive system. In order to determine whether a
new change doesn’t affect other parts of the software system, regression testing becomes
necessary. Regression testing is a technique which determines whether modifications to
software have introduced new errors into previously tested code [9]. This may involve
re-running the entire test suite (retest-all) or selecting a subset of the initial test suite
for execution (i.e., selective regression testing) [46]. The developers write and maintain
test cases continually in order to reflect changes in the source code to keep an effective
regression suite. Techniques for regression test selection include dataflow, random, safe
and test minimization [46].
In software testing several axiomatic theories and practices reveal why runtime test-
ing should be an integral part of dynamic adaptive software systems. For example, even
when two components are logically equivalent (anti-extensionality), or have the same struc-
tural shape (general multiple change), a test set for one is not necessarily adequate for
the other [102]. Furthermore, a test set that is adequate for validating a component in
isolation, may not be adequate for testing the component’s behavior as part of an enclosing
component (anti-composition) [102]. This is because errors can arise due to interactions
between components.
In practice, anti-extensionality and general multiple change axioms are the reasoning
behind testing software product lines (i.e., that share signiflcant functional and structural
commonalities [21]), while anti-composition represents the traditional need for integration
testing. For autonomic software, system configuration that has never been tested could be
viewed as a member in the same software product line requiring validation.
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Furthermore, even if the newly introduced or adapted components have been tested
separately, the interaction between components could introduce new errors. Hence runtime
testing should be incorporated into autonomic software to evade harmful and exorbitant
system failures.
In spite of the increased need for runtime testing in autonomic software, there is
little research in the area of testing adaptive system dynamically. Most of the AC re-
search is concentrating on how to integrate the autonomic features of self-configuration,
self-optimization, self-protection, and self-healing into domains such as networking, grid
computing, and database management, etc.. The pioneers of AC state that one of the major
challenges associated with building and maintaining autonomic software is validating its
correctness [61, 62]. The proposed approach in this dissertation for a self-adaptive system
provides good support for runtime testing.
Testing dynamically adaptive systems is extremely challenging because both the
structure and behavior of the system may change during its execution. Existing test cases
may no longer be applicable due to changes in program structure, thereby requiring dy-
namic generation of new test cases, updating or removing existing ones automatically.
Certainly, maintaining dependencies between test cases and classes under test can help
to maintain the consistency between the autonomic software and its runtime test models.
Indeed, refactoring of the code should be followed by refactoring of the tests [26]. Refac-
toring of many of these dependent tests could be automated or at least made easier, if the
exact relationships between the unit tests and the corresponding tested classes would be
known [87].
In the xUnit testing environment [47, 76] there is no pre-defined structure, nor does
there exist explicit links between code and test cases. Some guidelines and naming conven-
tions that describe the testing environment have been proposed to facilitate the identification
of tested classes [76, 36].
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Strategies for establishing traceability links between production classes and xUnit
test cases in object-oriented systems include test case naming convention, explicit fixture
declaration, static test call graphs, last call before assert, lexical analysis, and co-evolution
logs [90].
Multi-shot transformation approaches such as change propagation could be effective
for synchronizing the component model of an adaptive software system with its runtime
test model after dynamic adaptation. Change propagation becomes a central aspect for
tackling the problem of conveying structural changes in autonomic software to runtime test
models. These changes will be propagated to ensure that the runtime test model for the
system is made consistent with its new structure after dynamic adaptation.
In our previous work [2], we proposed a model-driven approach that is based on
change propagation for synchronizing a runtime test model for a software system with
the model of its component structure after dynamic adaptation. Traceability relationships
were handled through the naming conventions strategy. The approach is referred to as
Test Information Propagation (TIP). To demonstrate TIP, a prototype was developed that
simulates a reductive change to an autonomic, service-oriented healthcare application.
To demonstrate the generalization of our TIP approach into the domain of runtime
testing for self-adaptive software systems, the experiment was performed on other self-
adaptive sysetm (i.e., a different application domain). During our search for a sample
self-adaptive system we forced the three following obstacles:
• We need access to the source code, so as to verify the presence of a considerable
test suite and next to apply the naming convention strategy to handle the traceability
relationship, profile and trace the junit tests execution, and finally trace the internal
component interaction to build the component model that handles the component
dependency relationship.
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• The implementations we made are currently targeted towards self-adaptive systems
developed in Java and the dynamic language groovy.
• The approach we used to build self-adaptive software system is based on the Spring
framework which provides a core application container that allows us to specify
components (called beans) using XML configurations. We used groovy to write
these Beans. Using the groovy dynamic language allows spring to act as an adaptive
framework since the container can be set to monitor beans for code changes, and to
dynamically use any new source code implementations.
To measure the performance of the propagation engine two main concepts of infor-
mation retrieval were used: recall and precision. We compare the retrieved propagated
changes with a manual developer oracle, (i.e., we consider and compare the work of a
developer who manually identified changes that should be performed to update the test
model after self-adaptation occurs). This duty of identifying changes is part of a short
questionnaire we generated and gave to the developer. The experiments show how TIP is
maximally accurate for Reductive change propagation across self-adaptive systems.
The main contributions of this dissertation are that it:
• Provides a generalization of the proposed approach in [2] to be instantiated into the
domain of up-to-date runtime testing for self-adaptive software systems;
• Extends the TIP prototype in [2] by including the additive change propagation capa-
bility;
• Elaborates on the transformative action update to provide more detailed information
and to focus the updating process;and
• Measures the accuracy of the TIP engine in propagating both dynamic reductive and
additive changes to the corresponding runtime test model after self adaptation takes
place.
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The domain of this research dissertation is limited to the investigation of techniques
for automatically updating runtime test models after self-adaptation occurs, for making
the runtime test model for the system consistent with its new structure after dynamic
adaptation. Therefore, the automatic synchronization of a runtime test model for a soft-
ware system with the model of its component structure after dynamic adaptation is the
primary focus of the work. Measurements for change propagation is provided as a means to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach in updating the runtime test model,
and the results are evaluated against the recall and precision critieria. Dynamically test
case generation to improve the adequacy and effectiveness of runtime testing is outside the
scope of this dissertation.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter Two provides the back-
ground information for autonomic systems, software testing and model-driven engineer-
ing. The systematic literature review was performed to survey research on self-testing
in autonomic systems and model driven change propagation that this research builds upon.
Chapter Three provides some motivations for the research in the area of dynamically testing
autonomic computing and describes the problems to be investigated. Chapter Four outlines
the approach to achieve the goals of the research, describes the detailed system design
aspect of the prototype, adaptation scenarios along with the simulation environment and
models instantiation. In Chapter Five we describe the experimental, manual developer
evaluation oracle and evaluation criteria. After interpreting the experimental results and
discussing the threat to validity in Chapter Six, Chapter Seven concludes the dissertation
and outlines future works.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides a survey and discussion of the literature in autonomic comput-
ing, software testing, mode driven engineering, autonomic self-testing, change propagation
and model synchronization.
2.1. Background
This section describes background material on autonomic and adaptive computing,
software testing, and change propagation as an emerging field of model-driven engineering
to understanding the problem under investigation.
2.1.1. Autonomic and Adaptive Computing
Autonomic computing (AC) is IBM’s proposed solution to facilitate the problems of
managing the growing complexity of computing systems, and the progressing nature of
software system. The beginning of the AC was started in October 2001 and depicted a vi-
sion of computing systems [62] that manage themselves according to high-level objectives.
The paradigm seeks to alleviate the burden of integrating and managing highly complex
systems through increased automation and goal specification.
Autonomic systems, inspired by the concept of human autonomic nervous system, fa-
cilitate the paradigm shift from conventional human-manage technology era to technology-
manage-technology era [49]. Autonomic Computing is a potential solution to the problem
of increasing system complexity and costs of maintenance. It is an approach where the
ultimate goal is to create computer systems that can manage themselves while hiding their
complexity from the end users [52, 62]. While autonomic computing is shifting the burden
of the detailed software operation and maintenance from human beings to technology, the
human is only responsible to identify system objectives as high level policies, and have the
system adapt its own components in response to changes in the operating environment [62].
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AC comprises the activities self-configure, -optimize, -heal, and -protect [62, 80]:
• Self-Configuration: the ability to dynamically configure and reconfigure itself under
changing the conditions, and in accordance with high-level policies representing
business-level objectives; item Self-Healing: the ability to detect failed components
and remove or replace them with other components without disrupting the system. In
addition, this characteristic may involve the prediction of problems to avoid failures;
• Self-Protection: the ability to identify and detect attacks and cover various aspects of
system security at the platform, operating system, and application levels; and
• Self-Optimization: the ability to maximize resource allocation and utilization for
satisfying user requests.
Concept                                                   Current computing                                 Autonomic 
computing 
Self-configuration Corporate data centers have 
vendors and platforms. 
Installing, configuring, and 
integrating systems is time 
consuming and error prone. 
Automated configuration of 
components and systems 
follows high-level policies. Rest 
of system adjusts automatically 
and seamlessly. 
Self-optimization Systems have hundreds of 
manually set, nonlinear tuning 
parameters, and their number 
increases with each release. 
Components and systems 
continually seek opportunities 
to improve their own 
performance and efficiency. 
Self-healing Problem determination in large, 
complex systems can take a 
team of programmer’s weeks. 
System automatically detects, 
diagnoses, and repairs localized 
software and hardware 
problems. 
Self-protection Detection of and recovery from 
attacks and cascading failures is 
manual.  
System automatically defends 
against malicious attacks or 
cascading failures. It uses early 
warning to anticipate and 
prevent system wide failures. 
 
Table 1. Four aspects of self-management with and without autonomic computing [62]
Table 1 presents the core features that IBM frequently cites, for supporting self-
management in autonomic software. The main characteristic of autonomic computing
software systems is self-management.
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Figure 1. Autonomic computing reference architecture [55]
The aim is to shift the burden of details system operation and maintenance to the system
itself and free the system administrators to perform higher level duties.
Earlier, the autonomic systems might deal with these characteristics separately [62].
Lately, these aspects will be essential properties of a general architecture of any computing
software system.
The architectural blueprint for AC [55] organized a common layered approach for
developing self-managing systems as shown in Figure 1. The horizontal layers (from
bottom to top) include: managed resources, touchpoints, touchpoint autonomic managers,
orchestrating autonomic managers, and a manual manager. The knowledge in the vertical
layer knowledge sources (top-left of Figure 1) is composed of particular types of manage-
ment data with architected syntax and semantics, such as symptoms, policies, requests for
change, and change plans, this knowledge can be shared among autonomic managers (i.e.,
the top three horizontal layers), so that an autonomic manager can load knowledge from
one or more knowledge sources, and the autonomic managers can activate that knowledge,
allowing the autonomic manager to perform additional management tasks (such as recog-
nizing particular symptoms or applying certain policies).
The lowest layer (i.e., Managed Resources) contains the system components that
make up the IT infrastructure. These managed resources can be any type of resource
(hardware or software) and may have embedded self-managing attributes.
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 Figure 2. Closed loops of control in autonomic manager [67]
Immediately above the managed resources are manageability interfaces for accessing
and controlling the managed resources, which are called touchpoints. Touchpoints imple-
ment the sensor and effector behaviors necessary to automate low-level management tasks
[55, 62].
Sensors provide mechanisms for observing the state of managed resources, while
effectors facilitate the implementation of runtime changes. Autonomic managers are cate-
gorized into two classes: (1) Touchpoint AMs, and (2) Orchestrating AMs [55]. Touchpoint
AMs work directly with managed resources through their touchpoints. Orchestrating AMs
manage pools of resources or optimize the Touchpoint AMs for individual resources. Or-
chestration may therefore occur within a single discipline for multiple resources (e.g. Self-
Configuration only), or across multiple disciplines for a single resource. The uppermost
layer is an implementation of the user interface that enables an IT professional to perform
some management functions manually. Called the Manual Manager, these functions enable
an IT professional to delegate management functions to autonomic managers.
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Self-management in autonomic software is realized through a series of intelligent
closed control loops [55] within Autonomic Managers (AM). Figure 2 [67] shows the
structure of autonomic managers with respect to these closed control loops. AMs are
responsible for implementing closed control loops that monitor, analyze, plan, and execute
(MAPE) changes to achieve self-management goals.
The MAPE functions of AMs collaborate to manage state changes to the resource as
follows:
• Monitor: continuously polls the managed resource for this state information, and
correlates it into symptoms for analysis.
• Analyze: determines if the current state is undesirable, and generates a change re-
quest to be passed to the plan function.
• Plan: specifies the set of actions needed to remedy the state condition of the managed
resource, and formalizes them into a plan for execution.
• Execute: implements change plans on the managed resource through its effectors, for
the purpose of acquiring some desired state.
• Knowledge: coordinates access to data shared among the MAPE functions.
Sensors are built on managed resources to provide AMs with mechanisms for intro-
spection, while effectors provide intercession mechanisms. In addition, the self-management
policies that guide the behavior of AMs may be dynamically updated through these top
sensors and effectors. During self-management AMs may dynamically add, remove, or
replace components of the AC system, a process known as Dynamic Software Adaptation
(DSA).
The movement towards autonomic computing [62] has led to the development of
systems that can add, remove, and replace their own components at runtime.
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Dynamic adaptation enables software to respond to changes in its environment, and
seeks to improve the way in which systems are configured, managed, and integrated [62].
Salehie and Tahvildari [91] summarized the adaptation processes as follows:
1. The monitoring process: is responsible for collecting and correlating data from sen-
sors and converting them to behavioral patterns and symptoms;
2. The detecting process: is responsible for analyzing the symptoms provided by the
monitoring process and the history of the system, in order to detect when a change
(response) is required. It also helps to identify where the source of a transition to a
new state;
3. The deciding process: determines what needs to be changed, and how to change it to
achieve the best outcome; and
4. The acting process: is responsible for applying the actions determined by the de-
ciding process. This includes managing non-primitive actions through predefined
workflows, or mapping actions to what is provided by effectors and their underlying
dynamic adaptation techniques.
To enhance reliability, self-adaptive software should employ a safe process for dy-
namic adaptation, and be able to validate or verify its own behavior at runtime [107], [68],
[108]. Runtime validation of adaptive software can be achieved by deploying the system
with built-in tests, and mechanisms for automatically executing those tests and evaluating
the results [68]. Dynamic adaptation is said to be safe if it does not violate dependencies
between components, or interrupt critical communications [107].
The safe adaptation process in [107] encompasses three phases: analysis, detection
and setup, and realization. The analysis phase occurs during development time, where
the developers prepare a data structure that helps to keep detailed information such as
component configurations, dependency relationships predicates, and adaptive actions.
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The detection and setup phase occurs at runtime. Once the system detects a condition
warranting adaptation, the adaptation manager should generate a safe adaptation path.
In the realization phase, the adaptation manager and the agents coordinate at runtime to
achieve the adaptation along the safe adaptation path established during the previous phase.
The major states in the realization phase are as follows:
1. Running state : Every component in the process is running in its full operation.
2. Resetting state: The process is only partially operating and some functionalities
related to the adapted component are disabled.
3. Safe state: Hold the system in a safe state while adaptive actions are performed.
4. Resuming state: Resume the system’s partial operation once all adaptive actions are
complete.
5. Original state: Perform a local-post action to return the system to a fully-operational
state (i.e. first state).
If the failure occurs after the manager has sent out a resume message, then the adapta-
tion should run to completion. If failure occurs during an adaptation step, the manager can
retry the same step, attempt to return to the source configuration, or remain at the current
safe conguration and wait for user intervention.
2.1.2. Software Testing
Software Testing involves executing a program on specified inputs, recording the
results, and making an evaluation to determine whether the software behaves as intended
[56]. Software testing is one of the V&V (verification and validation) software practices.
Verification is the process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the
products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that
phase [1].
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Validation is the process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end
of the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements [1].
Boehm [13] has informally defined verification and validation as follows: Verification: Are
we building the product right?, Validation: Are we building the right product?.
Testing may be performed using black box or white box techniques [9]. Black box
testing assumes no knowledge of the internal structure of the program. On the other
hand, white box testing derives testing requirements from how thoroughly the program
structure has been exercised [109]. Hence, for white box techniques, test adequacy is
usually specified in terms of coverage of elements of the program, (e.g., branches, paths,
statements and internal logic of the code, etc.).
Black box testing is mostly applicable to higher levels of testing such as system
testing, while white box testing is applicable to lower levels of testing such as unit and
integration testing. In white box testing the tester should have full visibility of the internal
workings of the software product, therefore the tester should have programming and testing
knowledge, on other hand in black box testing these knowledge’s are not required.
Software components may be tested independently at the unit level; or as a set of par-
tially connected building blocks during integration; or all together to validate the behavior
of the entire system [17]. During testing, it may be necessary to develop scaffolding code.
This includes stubs and drivers required for testing. A test stub is a mock implementation
that simulates some behavioral aspect of a component under test (CUT), and a test driver
is a program that executes test cases on the CUT [17]. The set of drivers and other tools
to support test execution is called a test harness. Although black box as well as white box
testing is equally essential, using only one is insufficient. So, a combination of black box
as well as white box testing called as Gray box testing has been used in this dissertation
proposal.
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Test cases can be developed using black box methodologies or white box ones, using
both methodologies are recommended. In order to have a rationally strict test, test cases can
be developed by using some black box methodologies and then supplementing these test
cases by examining the structure of the software, using white box methodologies. Several
black box testing techniques are introduced and discussed in [86](graph-based testing,
equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis, comparison testing, orthogonal array
testing). Techniques for white box test cases oriented include statement coverage, decision
coverage, condition coverage, decision-condition coverage, multiple-condition coverage
[82].
After releasing the software system to be used, post-delivery activities could start to
keep the system operational and meet user need. Software evolution means that systems
typically require perfective, adaptive, or corrective maintenance after delivery [94]. There
are four types of maintenance according to Lientz and Swanson [71]:
• Corrective maintenance: deals with the repair of faults or defects found.
• Adaptive maintenance: consists of adapting software to changes in the environment,
such as the hardware or the operating system.
• Perfective maintenance: mainly deals with accommodating new or changed user
requirements.
• Preventive maintenance: concerns activities aimed at increasing the systems main-
tainability, such as updating documentation, adding comments, and improving the
modular structure of the system.
Regression testing is that test could be run after changes are made to the software
to ensure that it behaves as intended and that the modifications have not had an adverse
impact on the quality of the softwar [19]. This may involve re-running the entire test suite
(retest-all), or a strict subset (selective retest) [46].
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A selective retest method commonly used in practice is firewall regression testing
[103]. Firewall regression testing uses change impact analysis to identify the set of compo-
nents affected by the change [103]. The identified components are then retested to ensure
the system still behaves as intended.
In manual testing, software testers should play the role of an end user, and use almost
all of the features of the software system to ensure the correct and intended behavior of the
system. However, there are several tools in the literature that provided tangible assistance in
the automation of the testing process [14, 20, 28, 43]. Test automation involves creating test
scripts; and setting up a test harness for executing tests, logging the results, and performing
a post-test evaluation [79]. If the post-test evaluation passes then the test harness should
automatically terminate, otherwise additional test cases should be selected and fed through
the harness to improve the testing effort.
In software testing, one of the critical concerns is the quality of the test. Test data
adequacy criterion is a rule used to determine whether or not sufficient testing has been
performed. This criterion is considered as quality measurement.
If P is a set of programs, and S is a set of specifications, and T is a set of test cases,
we can formally define a test data adequacy criterion C as follows [109]:
• Testing criteria as measurements:
A test adequacy criterion C is a function
C : P ×S × T → [0, 1]
C (p, s, t) = r means that the adequacy of testing program p against specification s
using the test set t is of degree r according to criterion C. The greater the value of r,
the more adequate the testing.
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• Testing criteria as generators:
A test data adequacy criterion C is a function
C : P ×S → 2T
A test set t ∈ C (p, s)
means that t satisfies C with respect to p and s. In other words, t is adequate for (p,
s) according to criterion C.
• Testing criteria as stopping rules:
A test criterion C is a function
C : P ×S × T → [true, false]
C (p, s, t) = true means that t is adequate for testing program p against specification
s according to criterion C. Otherwise, t is inadequate. as a stopping rule, a test data
adequacy criterion C is a special case of measurements with the range [0,1].
2.1.3. Model Driven Engineering
The term Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is typically used to describe software
development approaches in which abstract models of software systems are created and
systematically transformed to concrete implementations [41].
One of the main processes of the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is the
design process, which starts with the construction of an abstract model of the new system
along with the desired features.
The development of abstraction techniques aid to improve the programming prac-
tice. It has provided programming language constructs, specification techniques, program
structures such as algorithms and data types, strategies for modular decomposition, and
more [93]. The object-oritented paradigm becomes very common and frequently used in
manufacturing.
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Object-oriented software can be described as a set of interacting objects that commu-
nicate and collaborate in order to perform specific tasks. Each object can associate with
[70]:
• Properties: characterize the object, describing its current state.
• Behavior: is the way an object acts and reacts, possibly changing its state.
The component standpoint provides a higher-level of abstraction than objects [16].
Component provides a modular part of a system, that encapsulates several objects into
one unit. A component may be replaced by another if and only if their provided and
required interfaces are identical. Therefore developers can use commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) components, and customize the services provided to the specific requirements of
the application. Software reuse comprises the following forms [44]:
• Interface reuse: reusing the signatures available for message passing;
• Code reuse: reusing classes or collections of procedures and functions; and
• Pattern reuse: reusing solutions to well-known problems.
Reuse is a principal subject in object-oriented software engineering, and component-
based software engineering. One concept of object-oriented that helps objects to work
together is inheritance. Inheritance in OO can be used to reuse code of existing objects,
or to establish a subtype from an existing object. In inheritance, subclasses/child classes
can inherit properties and methods from pre-existing classes called superclasses/parent
classes. Beside the key benefit of inheritance which is to minimise the amount of duplicate
code in an application by sharing common code amongst several subclasses, inheritance
can also make application code more flexible to change because classes that are inherited
from a common superclass can be used interchangeably, If the return type of a method is
superclass.
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The concepts of composition and delegation are common in object-oriented environ-
ment. ClassA is composed with ClassB if ClassA has a ClassB or ClassB* member (i.e.,
one of its attribute); then we can say ClassA has a ClassB. And, as before, ClassA inherits
from ClassB if ClassA is derived from ClassB as a child class; then we can say ClassA is a
ClassB. The passing of method calls to a composed object is called delegation.
Design patterns are optimized, reusable solutions to the programming problems that
developers and engineers might encounter. These problems have been faced before by other
engineers, and solutions have been designed and implemented to treat these problems. If
developer encounter these problems, why recreate a solution when the developer can use
already proven ones. A design pattern is not just a class or a library that we can simply
incorporate into our system; it is much more than that. It is a template that has to be
implemented in the right time and situation. Design patterns occur at several levels of
abstraction, including [40, 44]:
• Architectural styles: which are patterns at the architectural level;
• Mid-level design patterns (or just design patterns): which are patterns involving
classes and their interactions;
• Data structure and algorithms: which are patterns for implementing abstract data
types and efficient operations; and
• Programming idioms: which are patterns for using a particular programming lan-
guage.
One of the general purpose modeling language for modeling object oriented software
system is the Unified Modeling Language (UML).
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UML diagrams classified into three categories as follows [4]:
• Behavior diagrams: Describe the behavioral features of a whole system, a particular
process in the system, or a specific object in the system. This includes activity, state
machine, and use case diagrams as well as the interaction diagrams;
• Interaction diagrams: Describe the communication and the collabarotion between
the various system components. This includes communication, interaction overview,
sequence, and timing diagrams; and
• Structure diagrams: Describe the static composition of the system components. This
includes class, composite structure, component, deployment, object, and package
diagrams.
MDE is based on very general concepts that can be applied across many different
disciplines. The basic set of concept includes Models, Meta-models and Transformations
[74]. The goal of model-driven engineering (MDE) is to instate models as first-class
citizens throughout the software process [41]. Transformations between models is therefore
one of the key goals of MDE.
The major challenges that researchers face when attempting to realize the MDE
vision can be grouped into the following categories [41]:
• Modeling language challenges: These challenges arise from concerns associated
with providing support for creating and using problem-level abstractions in modeling
languages, and for rigorously analyzing models.
• Separation of concerns challenges: These challenges arise from problems associated
with modeling systems using multiple, overlapping viewpoints that utilize possibly
heterogeneous languages.
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• Model manipulation and management challenges: These challenges arise from prob-
lems associated with (a) defining, analyzing, and using model transformations, (b)
maintaining traceability links among model elements to support model evolution and
roundtrip engineering, (c) maintaining consistency among viewpoints, (d) tracking
versions, and (e) using models during runtime.
Meta-modeling has been recognized as a standard technique for representing and
transforming software artifacts [7]. However, many approaches only allow one-shot trans-
formations to be expressed (i.e., single conversion of a source model into a target model).
For one-shot approaches, subsequent changes in the source cannot be mapped to the target
without reconstructing the entire target model. Change propagation, an emerging field of
MDE, overcomes this limitation by allowing updates to be made to models after initial
transformation [99, 105].
When developing an approach based on change propagation, the following factors
should be considered [99]:
• Checking or Updating: an approach may simply indicate to a user where in the target
changes should be made or, on the other extreme, make updates to the target without
notifying the user as to which changes were made;
• Automatic or Manual: it may be possible to automatically extract and convert source
model changes into transformations for the target, otherwise target transformations
must be written manually; and
• Immediate or Batch: an approach may propagate changes to the target as soon as the
source is changed, or propagate multiple changes when applied.
In the case of MDE research on runtime models, the goal is to produce technologies
that hide the complexities of runtime phenomena from agents responsible for managing the
runtime environment, and for adapting and evolving the software during runtime [41].
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2.2. Related Work
This section presents, first, a systematic literature review performed prior to the start
of this dissertation, followed by a brief description of research works that have been done
in the area of testing adaptive system and model driven change propagation in order to
position our work relative to previous research, and to identify those contributions that are
complementary to our approach.
2.2.1. Preliminary Investigation
As a preliminary step in our investigation, a systematic literature review [3] was
performed to determine the current landscape surrounding the research problem.
To properly focus the review, the following high-level research question was formu-
lated:
Are there any approaches in the literature that can automatically synchronize
a runtime test model for a software system with the model of its component
structure after dynamic adaptation?
This question was then expanded into the series of questions provided in Table 2.
Each top-level question in the series represents a general research inquiry within the prob-
lem area, which was then refined with the (more specific) sub-questions that follow. Moti-
vation behind each question in the series is shown in the rightmost column of the table.
The first question in Table 2 aims to find approaches that have been used to maintain
synchronization between software models at runtime. Its sub-questions refine this objective
to identify works that specifically address the research inquiry in the context of maintaining
up-to-date runtime test models for adaptive software. The second question seeks to assess
the extent to which existing MDE approaches provide a formidable solution to the research
problem. The third question attempts to determine the practicality of implementing such
MDE approaches.
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Research Questions Motivation 
1. Are there approaches in the literature that focus on 
maintaining up-to-date models at runtime? 
1.1. Are any of these approaches applied in the context 
of adaptive software? 
1.2. 1.2 Are any of these approaches applied in the 
context of updating test models? 
Identify works related to the 
idea of synchronizing test 
models at runtime in adaptive 
software. 
2. Is there any evidence in the literature that multi-shot 
transformation approaches such as change propagation 
are effective for synchronizing different software 
models at runtime 
2.1. Does any of the evidence demonstrate that such 
approaches are useful for ensuring completeness and 
consistency of runtime models in software? 
Assess usefulness of 
approaches in the literature 
for synchronizing runtime 
models without having to 
completely re-construct the 
target model. 
3. Are there any modeling tools, frameworks, or languages 
to support implementing approaches that synchronize 
runtime models 
3.1. Are there any prototypes or case study applications 
that were built using these tools? 
Assess practicality of 
developing a prototype of a 
solution to our specific 
problem using the 
approaches from (2.) 
 
Table 2. Research questions and motivation to guide the systematic review [3]
Conducting the systematic review led us to several articles on the use of models at
runtime, as well as current research directions in the area of MDE. The works on models at
runtime included papers that harness executable models for dynamic adaptation and soft-
ware testing, as separate issues. There was a noticeable lack of research being performed
in the area of testing autonomic and adaptive systems [91, 68]. No works that address
the problem of automatically synchronizing runtime test models in adaptive software were
found during the literature search. Except for the research on change propagation [99, 105],
most of the MDE approaches were focused on one-shot transformations that generate
program source code from platform-independent models. Change propagation research
appears to be in its early stages, and therefore does not have much direct tool and language
support [99]. However, there appears to be a plethora of general MDE tools [39, 32, 100]
that could be used to implement practical ideas on change propagation.
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In summary, the results of the systematic literature review indicated that the proposed
research direction may lead to advances in two relatively open fields of software engineer-
ing research: (a) Runtime testing of autonomic and adaptive systems; and (b) Change
propagation. The next sections summarize research in the areas of self testable system,
testing adaptive software systems, and model driven change propagation.
2.2.2. Self Testable System
There are several researchers have described that how software system could be a
self-testable software or include self-testable components [75, 12, 98, 64, 10, 24].
Martins et al. [75] presented an approach to improve component testabilily by inte-
grating testing resources into it, and getting a self-testable component. They intended to
increase components testability to improve reliability of the component itself and of the
applications using it. A self-testable component comprises a specification from which test
cases can be derived in addition to its implementation. A prototyping tool was developed to
support some activities of the proposed approach to show its feasibility. This prototyping
tool named Concat. The tool is intended for OO components implemented in C++. For
evaluating the fault revealing effectiveness of the test selection strategy they used a class
from the Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) library, CObList, which implements a linked
list, and one derived class, CSortableObList, obtained through the Internet, which imple-
ments an ordered linked list. the results showed that the test strategy has a good potential
in detecting methods interaction faults. Furthermore they were able to indicate the need
to retest inherited features in the context of a subclass, even if they do not interact with
modified or newly introduced features, among other reasons, to avoid that faults introduced
during base class maintenance remain unrevealed in the subclass.
Blum et al. [12] presented a general technique which uses self-testing/correcting
pairs to verify a variety of numerical functions.
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In their work a user can take any program P and its self-testing/correcting pair of
programs, if program P passes the self-test then, on any input, the user can call the self-
correcting program which in turn makes calls to the original program P, to correctly com-
pute the value. The techniques have been applied on integer multiplication, the mod
function, modular multiplication, integr division, polynomial multiplication, modular ex-
ponentiation, matrix multiplication, determinant, matrix inversion and matrix rank. If this
notion of selftesting/ correcting program pairs worked for complex programs then self-
testing for autonomic computing systems would become petty. However, this technique
only works for very well defined functions.
Le Traon et al. [98] presented self-testable OO components which embed their
specification (documentation, methods signature and invariant properties) and test cases.
Their pragmatic approach linked design and test of classes, seen as basic unit test com-
ponents. Their approach has been implemented in Eiffel, Java, Per1 and C++ languages.
As the authors admit, due to the direct support for Design-by-ContractTM in the Eiffel
language, they detailed the Eiffel implementation since it makes the introduction of built-
in test capabilities straightforward. Test cases are generated manually and embedded into
the component. In Eiffel language the assertions can be used as oracle, but manually gen-
erated oracles can also used in complement, in case post-conditions and invariants are not
sufficient to express functional dependencies between methods. The test quality estimate
in their approach can be associated to each self-test for two benefits: (a) To help in the
choice of a component, or (b) To guide reaching a test adequacy criteria when generating
test cases. In their approach several mutation operators that applicable to different OO
languages have been presented. Test case selection can be driven either by quality or by
the maximum number of test cases desired. In their approach, test cases generated during
class development are embedded into the class, and not the test model, as in our approach.
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King et al. [64] presented and described a comparative case study performed on three
autonomic applications that were engineered to include an implicit self-test characteristic
(i.e., autonomic container (ACT) [95], Communication Virtual Machine (CVM) [25], and
Autonomic Job Scheduler (AJS) [88]. Their experiments are divided into three parts as
follows:
• Development experiments: Involved assessing the development effort for the three
applications, focusing on the autonomic and self-testing features,
• Performance experiments: Comparing a non-self-test variant of AJS with a self-test
variant that uses a distributed testing process and comparing a self-test variant of
CVM with a thread-enhanced self-test variant, and
• Test set quality experiments: Measuring the effectiveness of test sets in revealing
faults, and exercising program code.
Conducting their case study provides evidentiary insight into the benefits and soft-
ware engineering challenges associated with developing autonomic systems with implicit
self-test characteristic.
Beydeda and Gruhn [11] concentrate on overcoming the problem that caused by a
limited exchange of information between the component provider and component user .
A limited exchange and thereby a lack of information can have several consequences, one
of the most important one is the requirement to test a component prior to its integration
into a software system. Furthermore, a lack of information could complicate testing task.
They proposed a new strategy called self-testing COTS components (STECC) to testing
components and making components testable. The essence of this strategy is to augment
a component with functionality similar to that of analysis and testing tools. Their strategy
allows the component user to test the component with respect to information which is not
directly accessible to the component user.
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The information is either generated by the component itself on-demand or is encap-
sulated in it.
In [10] Beydeda extends the previous work by presenting an approach to self testa-
bility which encompasses test case generation and test evaluation. The new approach in-
tegrates the self-testing COTS components (STECC) method and the metamorphic testing
approach. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, a component has been
implemented which provides basic functionality for number computing together with the
functionality required by the STECC framework and for metamorphic testing the states
entered and outputs produced. He concludes the main differences between the STECC
approach and built-in testing approaches in the literature as follows: (1) Built-in testing
approaches are static in that the component user cannot influence the test cases employed in
testing. Precisely, the component user cannot identify the adequacy criterion to be used for
test case generation. In STECC approach the adequacy criteria can be freely specified; (2)
Built-in testing approaches using a predefined test case set generally require more storage
than the STECC approach; and (3) Built-in testing approaches using a predefined test case
set generally require less computation time than STECC at component user site.
Denaro et al. [24] proposed an approach that automatically synthesizing assertions
that evolve over time and adapt to the new context-dependent interactions.
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The synthesized assertions capture the semantics of the observed application behav-
iors, and can be integrated in the networking infrastructure to detect violating interactions
at runtime and trigger self-management mechanisms correspondingly. Their approach
embeds assertions in the communication infrastructures, to describe the legal interactions
between the communicating entities. Such assertions are then checked at runtime to reveal
misbehaviors, incompatibilities and unexpected interactions that may be due to hidden
faults, changes in some components or malicious code. The synthesis of assertions at
runtime can support the self-testing of adaptive systems by providing a way to create new
test cases for validating components after an autonomic change occurs.
Deveaux et al. [27] started with simple self-testing of individual classes to opti-
mized integration testing. They proposed a general Design-for-Trustability methodology
(DFT) that produces self-testable components for ensuring test quality and increase soft-
ware trustability. The self-testable concept has been implemented in the Eiffel, java and perl
languages.To demonstrate their work some examples in java languages that are extracted
from two packages in STclass web distribution site. The implementation of self-test is
based on two parts:
• Preprocessor to build an instrumented source:
– Preprocessor is written as a perl script for diffusion and portability.
– IContract preprocessor for processing several source files together.
• Test API that supported by a simple library of four classes that provides three ser-
vices:
– A message center,
– Method profiler and a set of useful methods to manage traces,
– Assertions and test output.
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The proposed framework for java implementation was usable in real life practice and
implies not any overload on final code efficiency.
2.2.3. Testing Adaptive System
There are several approaches describing how systems can perform self-adaptation at
runtime. Such approaches proposed self-adaptation processes, frameworks, or architectures
able to investigate the need for the adaption when it is necessary and then perform the
adaptation effectively. However, There is a noticeable lack of research being performed in
the area of testing autonomic and adaptive systems [91, 68]. This section presents a brief
literature review in the area of testing self-adaptive system in order to position our work,
and to identify those contributions that are complementary to our approach.
Carlos and Rogrio [23] presented an approach for the dynamic generation of plans
for conducting the integration testing of self-adaptive software systems. Their framework
depends upon a combination of three techniques,
• Workflows: used as a means to implement the plans,
• AI planning: used to dynamically generate the plans, and
• Model transformation: used for supporting the translation between domain specific
models into planning problems.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, a prototype has been built and
applied into a component-based web application. The case study that was used in their
work is a simple web shop application, which can be employed to sell goods on the Internet.
The experiments performed demonstrated that the proposed approach was able to generate
workflows for managing integration testing, that the most time consuming activity when
generating a workflow is related to the architectural reconfiguration of the system being
tested.
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Arun Mishra and Arun K. Misra [78] proposed a formal approach that can be ap-
plied for validation of the system after component integration in the dynamic adaptive
environment. They highlighted the importance of gaining the trace of the inter-component
interactions for assuring the validation of component based dynamic adaptive systems. A
general profiler with distillation characteristics has been developed to find out that how a
component is affected by the other components through its interfaces. The profiler gathers
all the traces of execution at the runtime and makes it possible to successfully trace the
interactions among components across all threads of the adaptive system. In prior to use
Mobility Workbench Model checking tool for validating adaptive system there was a need
to transpose the collected interactions from trace file into formal specification. Thereby
after implementing the adaptive software to apply their approach on and capturing the inter
component interactions, the formal modeling pi-calculus has been used. Validating the
implemented system based upon two factors: 1) assessment of external behavior and 2)
checking of temporal properties (i.e. safety and liveliness) against a formal model of the
system.
Da Costa et al. [22] have extended the adaptive system framework JAAF [29] by
introducing a new activity called self-test. Self-testing in JAAF is embedded within the con-
trol closed loop of collect, analyze, plan and execute components. The self-test activity has
ability to validate the new behavior and checks for its adequacy with the new environment
before adapting it. The feasibility of the proposed approach is demonstrated by a case study
where a system responsible for generating susceptibility maps. The susceptibility maps
application makes use of different web-services that are capable of dynamic adaptation.
Prior to making an adaptive change, a set of test cases is applied on the given behavior
and the execution takes place on the result of pass and fail of test cases.
Hu et al. [53] presented a new adaptive software testing approach in the context of
an improved Controlled Markov Chain model.
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They proposed a new set of basic assumptions on the software testing process, and
replaced several unrealistic assumptions that have been used in the previous studies on
adaptive testing rely on a simplified CMC model. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
Adaptive Testing (AT) strategy, a case study on SPACE program has been used. The
experimental showed that under different scenarios, the proposed strategy AT outperforms
the traditional ones in both number of detected/removed defects and the cost of the testing
process.
King et al. [68] proposed a self-testing framework, which is capable of dynamically
validating the behavior of changed components through regression testing in autonomic
computing systems. This process of validating is based on two key strategies: (1) Safe
adaptation with validation: tests autonomic changes directly on managed resources during
the adaptation process, and (2) Replication with validation: tests autonomic changes using
copies of managed resources.
The Safe Adaptation with Validation strategy must be used only if the process of
duplicating managed resources in autonomic computing system is expensive. To support
their research investigations, the authors have developed prototype that implement auto-
nomic self-testing according to the proposed validation strategies [67, 65, 95].
Munoz and Baudry [81] concentrated on testing the adaption policy and proposed a
strategy for the selection of environmental variations that can reveal faults in the policy.
They developed an approach called artificial shaking table testing (ASTT) for testing adap-
tation policies and their realization. ASTT consists in laying a DAS into a virtual shaking
table, which produces artificial earthquakes (AEQ) that test its adaptation capabilities.
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The main contribution of their work is the ability of ASTT to automatically gen-
erate AEQs in such a way that they simulate representative environmental changes. The
experimental results of performing mutation analysis over an adaptive web server indicate
that automatically generating violent and smooth environmental variations are beneficial to
uncover faults in adaptation policies and their realization. The experimental results showed
that out of 90 faults introduced into an adaptation policy realization, ASTT was capable
of detecting 100% of them. ASTT are complementary to the research problem addressed
in this dissertation. Validating the correctness of dynamically adaptive software is divided
into two distinct research topics:
1. Determining whether or not the software is adapting correctly to environmental changes;
2. Ensuring that the software behaves correctly after an adaptive change takes place.
The work by King et al. [63] extends their previous work [65] on Autonomic Self-
Testing (AST) by overcoming two of its limitations.
• To narrow the gap between online testing and other advances in autonomic com-
puting, they address the need for system-wide validation in autonomic software
through the description of a runtime integration testing approach. Their approach
treats with the autonomic system as an interconnected set, Self-Testable Autonomic
Components (STACs), and emphasizes operational integrity during the runtime test-
ing process.
• They addressed AST of self-testing autonomic communication virtual machine ap-
plication for which it is expensive to maintain test copies of managed resources.
Their application motivates the need for Safe Adaptation with Validation (SAV) and
system-wide AST, and is used as a platform for investigating their feasibility.
Niebuhr and Rausch [83] integrated runtime testing into component infrastructure
DAiSI, to guarantee correctness of component bindings in dynamic adaptive systems.
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Runtime testing enables them to detect incompatibilities of provided and required
services before they occur. Runtime testing has been integrated into their prototype of
DAiSI. Their work is complementary to ours as they guarantee system correctness and
to support binding of components during runtime. One of the limitations of their work
is not tackling the problem of cyclic dependencies of components. In future work they
intend to investigate test case generation, to enable component developers to provide a
single specification of their components and assure good test cases while trading-off test
case execution overhead. If they accomplish this task, we could use the same technique to
improve our approach in generating test case dynamically after adding new component.
None of the aforementioned approaches and frameworks describe how the test model
is made consistent with the new structure of the autonomic system after adaptation takes
place.
2.2.4. Model Driven Change Propagation
To the best of our knowledge, the approach presented in this dissertation is the first
attempt at tackling the research problem under investigation. Following are some of the
researches in the literature, which described models synchronization, change propagation,
and traceability link establishment between test cases and classes under test in object-
oriented systems.
Falleri et al. [89] implemented a simple traceability framework in the model oriented
language Kermeta. This framework is based on a model definition, which allows a basic
trace meta-model to be defined. They implemented the following features in the traceability
framework:
• Generic traceability items;
• Trace serialization (in XMI 2.0, thanks to EMF); and
• Simple transformation from a trace to graphvizs dot language, in order to allow trace
vizualisation.
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With their proposed framework, it was possible to trace transformations within Ker-
meta. But it is still possible to improve the Trace metamodel and thus the framework.
Xiong et al. [105] is closely related to our work. They proposed an approach
that automatically synchronizes two models related by transformations described in At-
las Transformation Language (ATL) [32]. Their clarification of the semantics of model
synchronization under the context is precisely characterizing the behavior of the synchro-
nization process with four important properties, namely stability, information preservation,
modification propagation and composability. These properities give the users a clear view
of what models will be after synchronization. These properties were much motivated by
studies on updating semantics of database views [8] and the well-definedness of bidirec-
tional tree transformation [38, 72]. They were the first who adapted these results to solve
the model synchronization problem. An example that synchronizes class diagrams with
relational database models has been used to demonstrate their approach. Although the
semantics of the approach are similar to TIP, we address the specific problem of updating
runtime test models after component-based adaptations.
Jean-remy et al. [89] have proposed a traceability framework for model transfor-
mation using Kermeta language. Their framework is based on a model definition which
allows a basic trace meta-model to be defined. Several definitions have been provided to
describe how their approach deals with different elements in the proposed framework. To
demonstrate their approach, a very simple transformation example has been used where a
class hierarchy turned into a database.
Ivkovic and Kontogiannis [58] proposed a framework called Model-Driven Software
Evolution (MDSE) for model synchronization to achieve traceability of changes of software
models that occur during software evolution and maintenance.
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Whereby software artifacts at different levels of abstraction such as architecture dia-
grams, object models, and abstract syntax trees are represented by graph-based MOF com-
pliant models that can be synchronized using model transformations. Their work is closely
related to ours as they invistigated the problem of synchronization between software models
when one is altered due to evolution or maintenance activities. Their view of software is
in terms of models, each at a different level of abstraction (i.e., requirements, architecture,
design, implementation). Each such model conforms to and is an instance of a correspond-
ing metamodel. In TIP all models are at the same level of the abstractin (implementation).
For model synchronization they employ an intermediary Graph Metamodel(GMS). This
metamodel is an instance of MOF but is less abstract and more capable of providing
desired semantic detail. They depict each model modification as a combination of graph
changes: insert node/edge, modify node/edge, and delete node/edge. Finally, they provide
a synchronization algorithm that is based on dependency relations implicitly defined by
mapping source and target metamodels as graphs using GMS.
Synchronization approach between a feature model and its specializations is given
by Hwan et al. in [54]. In their research work, to handle the consistency among the
involved models their synchronization approach is based on traceability links between
the interrelated models. These links are introduced during the generation of an initial
specialization model by cloning all features in the original model feature. Once traceability
links are created, the unidirectional synchronization between the two models is applied
(i.e., propagate changes made in the feature model to the corresponding specialization
models but not vice versa). Moreover the traceability links in their work represent only one-
to-many relationships. Currently model synchronization problem requires a bidirectional
approach, source and target models are mutable, that is capable of handling many-to-many
relationships between elements of models.
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Engels et al. in [33] have addressed the transformation of Class and Collaboration
Diagrams into Java source code. They have presented how to deal with both the structural
and behavioral mapping problems between UML and Java using a pattern-based transfor-
mation algorithm. The pattern used is an instance of a metamodel from which one can
identify parts of the source diagram that is to be transformed. The main objective of their
work is preserving the semantic information through transformation, they did not discuss
how the defined transformations could be used in model synchronization.
The work by Giese and Wagner [45] is related to our work. They presented an
approach to incremental model synchronization that is based on the declarative, visual,
and bidirectional transformation technique of triple graph grammars. Triple graph gram-
mars consist of three graph grammars which describe how to derive in parallel a source
model, target model and correspondence model between source and target. Their work
revealed how correct bidirectional model transformations can be derived from the declara-
tive specification formalism [92] and how they provide an effcient and incremental model
synchronization. Their work is complementary to ours as they addressed the the efficient
execution of the transformation rules and how to achieve an incremental model transfor-
mation for synchronization purposes. Large model transformation could make the model
synchronization inefficient and worthless, in their approach the incremental processing in
the average case even larger models can be tackled. We could benefit from their approach
to increase the efficiency of the syncronization process for large adaptive system.
Tratt [99] presented PMT as a new approach to change propagating model transfor-
mations. The main stages of a PMT transformation are as follows:
1. Take a source model, and an empty target model and transform the source model,
2. The user may make arbitrary changes to both the source and target models, indepen-
dent from one another,
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3. The user then requests that the changes they have made to the source model are
propagated non-destructively to the target model.
The transformation is reinitialized with the updated source and target models, and the
tracing information from the previous execution. The execution of the transformation then
propagates changes from the source model to the target model. After the transformation has
executed, the source and target models, together with the new tracing information created
are once again stored. To demonstrate his work, the standard class to relational model
transformation example has been used and described in detailed.
Chechik et al. [18] have taken a model-based approach and provided an algorithm
for propagating changes between requirements and design models. Their approach prop-
agates changes between requirements-level activity diagrams, and design-level sequence
diagrams. They start with a set of models that describe a system at different levels of
abstraction and/or from different perspectives. The main target was to provide a technique
for propagating changes across these models. The key feature of their work was to expli-
cate relationships between these models, and then utilize these relationships to propagate
changes automatically, if possible, and to localize the regions in other models that should
be modified by hand. Our approach differs from theirs in that the models in TIP are at
the same level of abstraction (implementation-level). We made this decision with the hope
of achieving higher levels of automation. This rationale is consistent with the findings of
Chechik et al. [18], who reason that propagating changes between models at different levels
of abstraction is impossible.
Hassan and Holt [48] addressed the question: ”How does a change in one source code
entity propagate to other entities?”. They proposed several heuristics which could be used
to predict change propagation by suggesting entities that should change based on an entity
that has changed.
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In order to validate their approach, they have collected a large data set which is
based on the development a history of five large open source software systems, developed
for a total of over 40 years by hundreds of developers spread around the globe. They
studied changes to these large code bases using data derived from their source control
repositories. Using this large data set, they empirically studied several general heuristics
that predict change propagation. Then their newly acquired understanding has been used
to build enhanced heuristics and measure their effectiveness in predicting change propaga-
tion. Their work is highly complementary to ours as the proposed heuristics may also be
applicable to changes in test code. Applying these heuristics in both our component and
test implementations may improve the overall approach.
Bart Van and Serge [90] established traceability links between test cases and classes
under test in object-oriented systems explicitly. They used and evaluated six different
traceability strategies that rely on naming conventions, static call graph, fixture element
types, lexical analysis, Co-evolution and Last Call Before Assert. The authors analyzed
the accuracy and the applicability of the proposed strategies on three systems JPacman,
ArgoUML4, and Mondrian. The results revealed the strategy that is based on naming
conventions achieved the highest accurate. For this reason, we choose this strategy to han-
dle traceability relationships for test-related entries within an artifact, and across multiple
artifacts.
Qusef et al. [87] presented a traceability recovery approach based on Data Flow
Analysis. The approach identifies the tested classes by looking at all the classes that might
affect the results of the last assert statement in each method of a unit test. To evaluate
the accuracy of the proposed DFA-based recovery method, two system have been used,
an open source system, namely Mondrian, and an industrial system, namely AgilePlanner.
They compared the accuracy of the proposed approach with the approach based on naming
conventions and LCBA presented in [90].
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The comparison revealed that detecting the class under test cannot be fully automated
and some issues should be better investigated.
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH PROBLEM
This chapter describes the problems to be investigated and presents a detailed prob-
lem statement. The research focus is in the areas of software testing, autonomic computing,
and model synchronization. The primary goal of the research presented in this dissertation
is to formulate a model-driven approach that can automatically synchronize a runtime test
model for a software system with the model of its component structure after dynamic
adaptation, so that test model for the system can become consistent with its new structure
after dynamic adaptation.
The next section provides the motivation for this research by emphasizing the need
for automatically updating runtime test models after self-adaptation occurs. Section 3.2
concisely describes the problems to be investigated.
3.1. Research Motivations
Although researchers have developed many tools and techniques for building adap-
tive systems [107, 101, 69], there has been little research on assuring their quality and
reliability [91]. More specifically, only a few researchers have addressed the need for
runtime validation and verification (V&V) in self-adaptive software [68, 108]. However,
since self-adaptation modifies the structure and behavior of the system, runtime V&V is
necessary to ensure that errors are not introduced as a result of the adaptation process.
As long as technologies of AC continue to advance, it is vital that researchers inter-
change thoughts on how to validate the self-adaptive system dynamically. This includes:
formulating approaches for integrating runtime testing into autonomic software; studying
the detailed designs and prototype implementations that realize these approaches; and
sharing the software engineering experiences of conducting such research studies.
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King et al. [68] proposed the use of a runtime testing framework for validating
changes in self-adaptive software. Their approach introduces an implicit self-test charac-
teristic into autonomic and adaptive systems, which validates changes made to the software
during dynamic adaptation.
Mishra et al. [78] defined a formal approach that can be applied for validation of the
system after component integration in the dynamic adaptive environment. They proposed
and developed a technique to capture the runtime components interactions using CLR
mechanism (middleware of .NET Framework).
Carlos et al. [23] proposed an approach for the dynamic generation of plans for
conducting the integration testing of self-adaptive software systems. However, none of the
above approaches describe how the runtime test model for the system is made consistent
with its new structure after dynamic adaptation.
To ensure that runtime testing of autonomic software can be applied in practice,
it is necessary to investigate techniques for automatically updating runtime test models
after self-adaptation occurs. For example, if self-adaptation introduces a new component,
new integration test cases should be generated to validate its interactions with existing
components. Similarly, if an existing component is removed, some test cases may no longer
be applicable, or adequate for testing, due to changes in program structure. Such test cases
would therefore have to be updated or pruned from the runtime test model.
3.2. Problem Statement
The problems under investigation are in the areas of software testing, autonomic
computing, and model-driven development. More precisely, the core problem is to develop
a model-driven approach that can automatically synchronizes a runtime test model for a
software system with the model of its component structure after dynamic adaptation.
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Currently, runtime testing of autonomic software systems has received little attention
in the research community, and there is a general lack of freely available prototypes of the
projects based on autonomic computing.
To properly address the problems under investigation, a high level research problem
was formulated; this main problem was then expanded into a series of sub-problem as
following:
1. Formulating a new approach for propagating structural changes in autonomic soft-
ware to runtime test models. Although some research has been performed in the
area of a self-testing framework in autonomic systems, none of these works have
specifically targeted the problem of how the test model is made consistent with the
new structure of the autonomic system after dynamic adaptation occurs. Special
considerations need to be made when dynamically validating autonomic software
systems in order for testing to be consistent with the new structure of system. In
addition, runtime testing of an autonomic computing system should free system
administrators from the burdensome details of updating and uploading the new test
model after dynamic adaptation takes place.
1.1. Investigating reductive and additive change propagations in autonomic software
to runtime test models. As dynamic adaptation occurs additive or reductive
changes could happen to adaptive software. Additive changes introduce new
component interfaces and implementations into the system at runtime. So, the
propagation of additive changes will require conveying detailed information
about the new componens into the run time test model. On other side, reductive
changes remove existing component interfaces and their implementations from
the system at runtime. However, less attention has been given to the problem of
automatically removing tests that may no longer be applicable due to changes
in program structure.
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1.2. Developing a prototype for the proposed approach to support the research in
the area of testing autonomic software. Unfortunately, there is a general lack
of freely available real-world autonomic systems for evaluating runtime auto-
nomic software system approaches. In order to evaluate the proposed research
ideas, a healthcare based prototype of test information propagation approach
(TIP) will be developed, in which self-adaptation and self-testing could be
practically useful.
1.3. Designing and performing controlled experiments to evaluate the TIP approach
performance. The Propagation of dynamic changes in autonomic systems for
updating built-in regression tests is necessary to get up-to-date test model. How-
ever, the performance of the technique for automatically propagating reductive
and additive changes to the runtime test model needs to be measured to ensure
that only relevant changes have been propagated. A set of experiments have to
be conducted to evaluate approach performance.
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CHAPTER 4. THE TIP APPROACH AND HEALTH CARE
PROTOTYPE
To address the research problem, a model-driven approach was proposed for updating
the runtime tests of a software system after dynamic adaptation. The approach, referred
to as Test Information Propagation (TIP) [2], uses change propagation to synchronize
elements of the adaptive system’s component model, with related elements in its runtime
test model.
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Figure 3. A test information propagation approach for adaptive software
Figure 3 provides an overview of the TIP approach. Under TIP, the transformation
that maps the pre- to the post-adaptation component configuration is analyzed together with
traceability links to the baseline test model. Analysis generates a set of transformations that
are applied to the baseline test model to produce an updated test model.
As the first step in the formulation of TIP, we describe the high-level activities that can
be performed to update the runtime test model of an adaptive system after additive and re-
ductive changes. Propagating additive changes will require conveying detailed information
about the new componens into the run time test model. However, less attention has been
given to the problem of automatically removing tests that may no longer be applicable due
to changes in program structure. Therefore, to gain some insights into the latter problem,
our technical details and discussions focus on propagating reductive and additive changes.
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Figure 4. Major decisions and actions for updating runtime test models
Figure 4 provides a workflow of the major test-related decisions (diamond boxes) and
actions (rounded rectangles) to be made when propagating additive and reductive changes.
In our previous work [2], we have focused on Handling Reductive Changes since the initial
version of the prototype is targeted on assessing the feasibility of automated propagation of
reductive changes. In this dissertation the prototype is extended to include additive changes
as well. Subsection 4.1 describes the workflow for additive changes, while Subsection 4.2
pertains to reductive changes. Steps that are common to both types of changes are described
in Subsection 4.3. Note that mutative changes are not included within the scope of this
dissertation but will be addressed in future work.
4.1. Handling Additive changes
Additive changes introduce new component interfaces and implementations into the
system at runtime. The unshaded nodes in Figure 4 represent unique aspects of the work-
flow related to additive changes. The workflow for additive changes is described as follows,
starting from left to right after the type of change has been identified:
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(1) New Black Box Tests and Coverage Criteria: A component interface provides
black box test information that be used to support dynamic test case generation for the new
component. However, the level of automation is typically limited to: (a) generating test
input values for the new component based on the data types of its operation signatures; and
(b) defining test selection criteria based on the new component interface and using it as a
generator rule.
(2) Is Implementation Accessible?: Details on the internal workings of the newly
added component can be used to support dynamic generation of white box tests aimed at
exercising the components structure. However, due to the widespread use of components-
off-the-shelf (COTS) and the trend towards service-oriented architectures, such implemen-
tation details may not be accessible by the calling program. Therefore, the test update
engine must be able to determine whether the implementation of the new component is
readily available for structural analysis.
(3) White-Box Tests and Coverage Criteria: If the component implementation is
accessible, its structure should be harnessed for dynamic test case generation and code
coverage analysis. Full access to the source code provides a wealth of test information, and
facilitates automating many existing white box testing techniques. For situations where the
source is unavailable, researchers have been investigating approaches that automate white
box testing techniques at the byte code level.
4.2. Handling Reductive Changes
Reductive changes remove existing component interfaces and their implementations
from the system at runtime. The shaded nodes in Figure 4 represent elements of the
workflow for these types of changes, which is described as follows:
(1) Remove Unit Tests: Unit-level test cases associated with the component targeted
in the reductive change can be removed from the test model without many considerations.
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This is because unit tests validate the behavior of a component in isolation, and are
therefore independent of other components and tests.
(2) Does Target have Callee Components?: Dependency relationships between the
component targeted for removal and other components, directly impact the changes that
should be made to the test model. In general, the test model may contain integration
tests involving callees and callers of the component targeted in the adaptation. Callees
are components that are invoked by the adaptation target, while callers are components that
invoke the adaptation target.
(3) Remove Integration Tests with Callees: If the adaptation target has callees, in-
tegration tests that validate the behavior of the target with its callees can also be readily
removed from the test model. Since the adaptation target will be removed, tests that validate
it with its dependents will not affect other parts of the test model. This assumes a software
design in which there are no cyclic dependencies, i.e., component A depends on B but not
vice-versa, and therefore A can be removed without affecting B or B’s callees. Similarly,
tests that validate A using B can be removed without affecting the tests of B or its callees.
(4) Does Target have Caller Components?: Removal of a component will have a
great impact on the behavior of its caller components, thereby requiring updates to be
made to tests that validate the behavior of these components with their own callers. If the
adaptation target has many caller components, we anticipate that a significant number of
changes would have to be made to the test model.
(5) Update Unit and Integration Tests of Callers: Both unit and integration tests of
caller components must be updated after the adaptation target is removed. At the unit level,
tests will no longer require calls to stubs of the adaptation target. Such stubs are also not
necessary for integration-level configurations of the caller components. For integration
tests, function calls to the actual adaptation target, as opposed to its stub, will also have to
be removed.
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4.3. Considering Test Case Dependency
Test cases typically depend on a number of entities. These range from test data stored
in files or databases, to software components and frameworks, to physical hardware devices
such as printers. In addition, before a specific test is run, it may be necessary to execute
one or more related tests and verify that they have passed. An automated test harness is
generally implemented to enforce this type of hierarchical test structure, where one test
depends on the successful execution of other tests.
To achieve checking-level propagation we had to identify enough meta-data .The
propagation engine to be able to identify general points of change in the test model, we
had to maintain highly detailed information on both the adaptable components and their
associated tests. This information included a list of the components test cases, along with
the filenames, locations, and access information for the: (1) Test scripts that contain the
tests, (2) Test drivers that make calls to the tests, and (3) Test stubs and/or data files used
by the tests. The test metamodel should composed of the above mentioned objects which
describe our domain model. The metamodel acts as a repository of these metamodel objects
and provides direct access to them.
Figure 5 provides a meta-model showing the various types of dependencies in a test
model for a software system. Such a meta-model can be used to support updating different
elements of the runtime tests after dynamic software adaptation. As shown at the top-left of
the figure, each test case in the model is composed of multiple dependencies. Dependencies
are divided into three categories:
• Hierarchical: other tests that must be executed and pass the test in order for a test to
run,
• Internal: entities that are implemented as part of the software, and
• Environmental: entities that are external to the software under test.
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Figure 5. A meta-model to support test information propagation in self-adaptive systems
The hierarchical structure of a test harness is exhibited through the order in which
drivers make calls to execute individual test cases. In our metamodel, hierarchical depen-
dencies indicate the required test cases (if any) for each test to be run. Keeping track of
this information facilitates locating and updating the test model elements associated with
the constraints on execution order.
Internal test case dependencies include the component under test (CUT), test drivers,
and test stubs. Storing information on the CUT allows adaptations in the systems com-
ponent model to be directly traced to elements in the test model. If test cases are added,
removed, or modified, the associated drivers and stubs can be updated by following the
traceability links to these entities in the meta-model.
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Environmental test case dependencies include hardware devices, other software sys-
tems, and stored test data. Adaptation may require updates to test information on specific
hardware and network devices, or their pre- and post- test states. In addition, software
frameworks and libraries to support automated testing may need to migrate to new versions
or platforms as the software evolves. Lastly, test data stored in files or databases will also
need to be updated to ensure adequate testing of data-dependent paths.
4.4. Modeling Tools, Frameworks, and Languages of TIP
In order to demonstrate and evaluate the proposed approach, our investigation in-
volves the development of a prototype of TIP. This section discusses in details of healthcare
based prototype of TIP and its features, tools, frameworks, and languages to support au-
tonomic computing to improve the quality of patient care. Towards building self-adaptive
system, the Tools, languages, and frameworks that would be used during the development
should be able to provide the following features: (1) ability to replace the old source code
file with the new one; (2) ability to build policies to provide self-Configuration, -Protection,
-Healing, and -Optimization behaviors; (3) support runtime testing; and (4) support model
driven engineering, (i.e., model driven tools that allows changes to be propagated between
two models).
During our investigation we found several frameworks and tools to support the devel-
opment of a prototype of TIP. These tools and frameworks are belonging to four categories:
(1) Component-Based Adaptation Framework; (2) Policy-Driven Management Framework;
(3) Model-Driven Development Tools; and (4) Automated Testing Tools. Next subsections
describe some of the frameworks and tools found in each category.
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4.4.1. Component-Based Adaptation Frameworks
Self-adaptive software system should be able to modify its own structure and be-
havior during runtime in order to cope with changes in its specification, environment or
the system itself. The Spring Framework [101] is one of such framework that provides a
core application container that allows you to specify components (called beans) using XML
configurations. Beans can be written in Java and/or using dynamic programming languages
such as Groovy [69] and Ruby [37]. Using these dynamic languages allows spring to act
as adaptive framework since the container can be set to monitor beans for code changes,
and dynamically use any new source code implementations. Another component-based
frameworks that were found included Struts and Enterprise Java Beans [59, 34].
Spring provides five primary characteristics, Spring is a lightweight, dependency
injection, aspect-oriented container and framework[15].
• Lightweight: Spring is lightweight in terms of both size and overhead. The bulk of
the Spring Framework can be distributed in a single JAR file that weighs in at just
over 2.5 MB. And the processing overhead required by Spring is negligible. Whats
more, Spring is nonintrusive: objects in a Spring-enabled application often have no
dependencies on Spring-specific classes.
• Dependency Injection: Spring promotes loose coupling through a technique known
as dependency injection (DI). When DI is applied, objects are passively given their
dependencies instead of creating or looking for dependent objects for themselves.
You can think of DI as JNDI in reverse. Instead of an object looking up dependencies
from a container, the container gives the dependencies to the object at instantiation
without waiting to be asked.
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• Aspect-oriented: Spring comes with rich support for aspect-oriented programming
(AOP) that enables cohesive development by separating application business logic
from system services (such as auditing and transaction management). Application
objects do what they supposed to do, perform business logic, and nothing more. They
are not responsible for (or even aware of) other system concerns, such as logging or
transactional support.
• Container: Spring is a container in the sense that it contains and manages the lifecycle
and configuration of application objects. In Spring, you can declare how each of your
application objects should be created, how they should be configured, and how they
should be associated with each other.
• Framework: Spring makes it possible to configure and compose complex applica-
tions from simpler components. In Spring, application objects are composed declar-
atively, typically in an XML file. Spring also provides much infrastructure function-
ality (transaction management, persistence framework integration, etc.), leaving the
development of application logic to you.
4.4.2. Model-Driven Development Tools
Model-Driven Engineering enhances the notion of reusability and automation by
the extensive use of models, meta-model and model transformations. The advantage of
using a runtime explicit meta-model is that it allows new kinds of resource or meta-data
information to be smoothly integrated into the system in a dynamic matter.
In order to design and build a meta-model we have chosen Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work [39], EMF is a modeling framework and code generation facility for building tools
and other applications based on a structured data model. From a model specification
described in XMI, EMF provides tools and runtime support to produce a set of Java classes
for the model, a set of adapter classes that enable viewing and command-based editing of
the model, and a basic editor.
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The EMF code generation facility is capable of generating everything needed to build
a complete editor for an EMF model. It includes a GUI from which generation options can
be specified, and generators can be invoked. The generation facility leverages the JDT
(Java Development Tooling) component of Eclipse. Three levels of code generation are
supported: Model: provides Java interfaces and implementation classes for all the classes
in the model, plus a factory and package (meta data) implementation class; Adapters:
generates implementation classes (called ItemProviders) that adapt the model classes for
editing and display; and Editor: produces a properly structured editor that conforms to
the recommended style for Eclipse EMF model editors and serves as a starting point from
which to start customizing.
Kermeta [100] is a metamodeling language which allows describing both the struc-
ture and the behavior of models. It has been designed to be fully compliant with the OMG
metamodeling language EMOF (part of the MOF 2.0 specification) and provides an action
language for specifying the behavior of models.
Kermeta is intended to be used as the core language of a model oriented platform.
It has been designed to be a common basis to implement Metadata languages, action
languages, constraint languages or transformation language. Support for meta-modeling
was provided by the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). Models instantiation and trans-
formation was achieved using Kermeta, which facilitates the programmatic manipulation
of EMF models (.ecore files).
4.4.3. Policy-Driven Management Frameworks
Policy driven management frameworks are an administrative technique to simplify
the definition of autonomic management of a given exertion by launching policies to cope
with circumstances that are expected to occur. Policies are set of instructions that can be
referred to as a way to maintain order, security, consistency, etc.
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Such policies are guidelines that would be specified by administrators and used by
AMs to provide self -configuration, -healing, -protection and -optimization behaviors.
Ponder2 [85] is one of a policy-driven self-management framework that involves
a self-contained, stand-alone, general-purpose object management system with message
passing between objects. It incorporates an awareness of events and policies and imple-
ments a policy execution framework. It has a high-level configuration and control language
called PonderTalk and user-extensible managed objects are programmed in Java. Ponder2
supports access control by providing authorization, delegation, information filtering, and
refrain policies as described below:
• Authorisation policies: Define what activities a member of the subject domain can
perform on the set of objects in the target domain. These are essentially access
control policies, to protect resources and services from unauthorized access;
• Delegation policies: Delegation is often used in access control systems to cater for
the temporary transfer of access rights. However the ability of a user to delegate
access rights to another must be tightly controlled by security policies;
• Information filtering policies: Are needed to transform the information input or out-
put parameters in an action. Some databases support similar concepts of views onto
selective information within records for example a payroll clerk is only permitted to
read personnel records of employees below a particular grade; and
• Refrain policies: Define the actions that subjects must refrain from performing (must
not perform) on target objects even though they may actually be permitted to perform
the action. Refrain policies act as restraints on the actions that subjects perform and
are implemented by subjects.
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The last policy it was about determining set of actions that must be performed by
authorised manager within the system when certain events occur and provide the ability to
respond to changing circumstances. These policies called Obligation Policies
King et al. [67] provide an XML-based policy driven framework for performing auto-
nomic self-management. In their work the dynamic test model for autonomic systems was
extended by applying the concepts of knowledge sources to testing activities, and explicitly
describes the interdependency relationships of the model components. They provide a
highly reusable detailed design for autonomic managers, test managers, touchpoints, and
self-management policies that facilitate automation. To demonstrate the feasibility of their
approach, a case study was developed that applies the features of self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-testing in the context of job scheduling.
4.4.4. Automated Testing Tools
JUnit [43] is an open source unit testing framework for Java programs, it is integrated
with several IDEs such as Eclipse. Used for writing, exectuting automated tests and reveal-
ing the test results. Unit testing is an important step in order to validate that individual units
of your system source code are working correctly. By unit we mean the smallest testable
part of a program, function, application, etc..
In Test-Driven Development (TDD) technique for software development, the unit test
is continuously performed on source code, the purpose of is to have something working at
the current point and make it perfect later. After each test, refactoring is done and then
the same or a similar test is performed again. The process is iterated as many times as
necessary until each unit is functioning according to the desired specifications.
Junit provides several features that empower the tester to create and run tests easily,
the following is some of that features:(1) API for easily creating Java test cases, (2) Com-
prehensive assertion facilities to verify expected versus actual results, (3) Test runners for
running tests, (4) Aggregation facility(test suites), and (5) Reporting.
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JUnit 4 provides several annotations, for example:
• @Test: The Test annotation is used the to tell the JUnit framework that the following
method can be run as a test case.
• @Before and @After: These annotations are used the to tell the JUnit framework that
the annotated methods with @After should be run after the @Test method, while the
annotated methods with @Before should be run before the @Test method. They can
be used to setup or tear down the test environment.
• @BeforeClass and @AfterClass: These are pretty similar to the above annotations,
but they are only run only once. Annotated method with @BeforeClass means this
method should be run only once before any of the @Test methods in the class. In
opposite the method that annotated with @AfterClass means this method should be
run after all the tests in the class have been executed. An application for these kind
of methods could be used to loggin into a database, setup the database connections
and loggout.
• @Ignore: This annotation would be used to tell the framework to temporarily ignore
and not execute the methodes annotated with @Test. JUnit 4 test runners is able to
report the number of ignored tests along with the number of tests that ran and the
number of tests that failed.
Figure 6 presents an example of a simple JUnit test.
Cobertura [28] is a free Java tool that calculates the percentage of code accessed by
tests. It is used to identify which parts of your Java program are lacking test coverage, it
is a free plug-in for Eclipse IDEs. Cobertura provides sevral reports based on the coverage
criteria has been requested to measure how well the program is exercised by a test suite.
One or more coverage criteria are used.
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 Figure 6. Simple Junit testcase example
There are a number of coverage criteria, the main ones being [82]: (1)Function
coverage: Has each function (or subroutine) in the program been called?, (2)Statement
coverage: Has each node in the program been executed?, (3) Decision coverage: Has every
edge in the program been executed?
For instance, have the requirements of each branch of each control structure (such
as in IF and CASE statements) been met as well as not met?, (4) Condition coverage (or
predicate coverage): Has each boolean sub-expression evaluated both to true and false?
This does not necessarily imply decision coverage, and (5) Condition/decision coverage:
Both decision and condition coverage should be satisfied.
Some of the features supported by Cobertura are: (1) Can be executed from ant or
from the command line; Instruments Java byte code after it has been compiled;
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(2) Can generate reports in HTML or XML; (3) Shows the percentage of lines and
branches covered for each class, each package and for the overall project; (4) Shows the
McCabe cyclomatic code complexity of each class, and the average cyclomatic complexity
for each package, and for the overall product; (5) Can sort HTML results by class name,
percent of lines covered, percent of branches covered, etc. and can sort in ascending or
descending order. Several coverage tools for Java can be found in the literature such as
Clover, Emma, Jtest, and Serenity.
4.5. Application Description
Using the approach by King et al. [68], we implemented a small autonomic system
with runtime testing capabilities for evaluation purposes. To provide a realistic context for
the prototype, we developed the application based on a healthcare scenario in which self-
adaptation and self-testing could be practically useful. Our scenario conveys the idea of a
service-oriented healthcare solution.
Scenario. A person takes ill while abroad and is admitted to a local clinic. A service-
oriented software solution provides the admitting doctor with services for electronically:
(a) retrieving and updating the patient’s medical records stored at hospitals or clinics in
his/her hometown; (b) scheduling an appointment with another physician or specialist on
the patient’s behalf; and (c) requesting that a pharmacist fills a prescription for medical
drugs to treat the patient’s condition.
The goal of the described application is to improve the overall healthcare process
from the perspective of patients, doctors, and other stakeholders, while reducing the burden
of system administration. Automatic service integration and configuration through self-
adaptation are therefore key characteristics of the application.
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Figure 7. Basic use case diagram of EMR and appointment services
In the presence of medical emergencies such a system is mission-critical, and hence
integrated runtime testing is vital to ensure that system operations are reliable after adapta-
tion occurs.
4.6. Adaptation Scenarios
Health care adaptive system is composed of 8 use cases as shown in Figure 7. The use
cases represent some core functionality of the system. Based on these core functionalities,
the following scenarios might be happened in the healthcare services application:
(a) Automatically diagnosing patients scenario: The scenario is based on a situation
where doctor needs to diagnose a patient based on a list of symptoms.
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The doctor enters the patients symptoms and the autonomic system compares those
symptoms against known diseases. The diagnosis results are returned to the doctor and if
applicable, the doctor can request clinical trials related to the patients medical conditions.
(b) automatically locating hospital scenario: The scenario is based on a situation where a
patient is to be admitted to a hospital as he is seriously injured in a road accident. The
attending ambulance service personnel have to determine the location of the hospital where
the patient can be treated. The decision to choose a hospital depends on various factors such
as the criticality of the patient, distance of hospital from the accident location, requirement
for specialty services, availability of doctors and so on. The autonomic system plays a vital
role in this decision making mechanism.
(c) Automatically retrieving patients record scenario: The scenario is based on a
situation where a patient undergoes heart surgery at Fargo Childrens Hospital (FCH) and is
moved to Merit care at the familys request. The doctor at Merit care asks patients father to
provide the following information: the name of the attending physician at FCH, an x-ray, a
summary of heart related medical data. His parents never got a copy of medical records.
Thus the role played by an autonomic system here is to authorize the hospital to
retrieve patients record from other hospitals system.
(d) Automatically re-Schedule appointment scenario: The scenario is based where
a patient logs into a hospital website to schedule an appointment with a doctor. The
registration form requires the patient to choose from a list of symptoms. Based on the
symptoms, the autonomic system schedules an appointment with a specialist doctor whom
the system thinks might have experience with treating the given symptoms. Once the
appointment is scheduled, the autonomic system sends a confirmation through an email,
text message and automatic voice message. However due to some reasons the doctor has
to cancel all the appointment of that particular day.
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Thus autonomic system will automatically schedule an alternative appointment for
the patient when the original appointment gets cancelled.
(e) automatically prioritizing available services scenario: The scenario is based on
the situation where a patient is undergoing a critical heart surgery, the case is difficult, and
need a second opinion from another remote expert specialist through video conferencing.
Assume that the broadband network of the hospital is supporting simultaneous streaming
services such as security camera feed, Internet telephone communication etc. A failure oc-
curs, due to some unexpected reasons, resulting in a reduced network bandwidth provided
by the broadband network. In this situation an autonomic system helps in dynamically
prioritizing available services depending on the criticality factor.
4.7. System Development and Architecture
This section provides an overview of different languages, tools and frameworks that
have been used in order to build an autonomic and adaptive system, and then described the
architecture of service-oriented healthcare Prototype of TIP.
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Figure 8. Architecture of service-oriented healthcare prototype
An application was developed in Java [96], using the Eclipse IDE [31] and the
tools/libraries to support adaptation, testing, and change propagation.
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As shown at the top-left of Figure 8, we used the Spring Framework [101] to provide
a component-based application container for the three major application services. These
services were: EMRServices, AppointServices, and PharmacyServices. Services were
made adaptable using the dynamic language Groovy [69] (bottom-left), which allows com-
ponents to be specified as beans within the application container. At runtime, the container
was set to monitor the Groovy beans for source code changes, and automatically reload
them to use the new implementations. The Adaptation subsystem (center-left) included a
manager that was responsible for updating the component source (.groovy files) at runtime.
The runtime test model for the application was defined in the Testing subsystem, and
consisted of 29 test cases for validating the implemented services. Tests were developed
using a combination of black box and white box techniques. Since JUnit [43] is built
into the Groovy runtime, we created automated tests for each bean by scripting JUnit
tests in the Groovy syntax. Cobertura [28] was used to collect line and branch coverage
of the application services. This was achieved by instrumenting the Groovy byte code
(.class files), executing the tests, and exporting the results to a coverage report in XML
format. Support for meta-modeling was provided by the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) [39]. Model instantiation and transformation was achieved using Kermeta [100],
which facilitates the programmatic manipulation of EMF models (.ecore files). Kermeta
therefore provided us with a programming environment with which we could set up our
simulation.
4.8. Detailed Object Design
This section presents the detailed system design aspect of the EMR and Appointment
systems along with class and sequence UML diagrams.
4.8.1. EMR Service Subsystem
Figure 9 shows the detailed object design of the EMRService in the TIP prototype.
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Figure 9. Design of EMRservice (based on data analysis spec. [30])
Our object design is based on a software requirements specification for EMR data
analysis [30], which was elicited from a domain expert as part of a software engineering
course project.
As shown at the top-left of Figure 9, the interface for the EMRService consists of
the following six operations: getPatientInfo - retrieves the patient’s medical information;
scheduleTreatment - schedules a treatment to address the patient’s condition; addMedi-
cation - prescribes medication as part of a patient’s treatment; createDiagnosis - allows
the doctor to enter their medical diagnosis of a patient’s condition; confirmDiagnosis -
checks whether a patient’s symptoms are consistent with the diagnosis; and getClinicalTri-
als - querying clinical trials that may be relevant to the patient’s case. The class labeled
EMRService implements the operations in the EMRInterface. Upon receiving a request for
service, this class orchestrates a series of calls to the other classes in Figure 5, in order to
realize the needs of the client. Recall that classes within the EMR subsystem were made
adaptable via the dynamic language Groovy [69].
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Figure 10. Diagnosing patient sequence diagram
The Sequence Diagram in Figure 10 shows the whole message passing between the
doctor and EMR Service objects to retrieve the patient diagnoses based on the list of the
symptoms. If that doctor is authorized to search through the clinical trial, the doctor can
request the best clinical trials, then the system searches for the clinical trial based on the
diagnoses results and returns the doctor with valuable detailed information.
4.8.2. Appointment Service Subsystem
As shown in Figure 11, the detailed object design of the Appointment service in the
TIP prototype. The class diagram for the Appointment service consists of the following six
classes: user, doctor, patient, hospital, department, calendar. For faster service, instead of
entering waiting room of outpatient departments the user could log in the system and make
an appointment before he visits a hospital.
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Figure 11. Detailed class diagram of appointment service
The appointment subsystem would have all departments and doctors schedules, once
the user get in the appointment system he could schedule an appointment within one of the
available slots of the required doctor.
Figure 12 shows the interaction and the sequence of messages exchanged between the
Patient and the Appointment system that needed to carry out the functionality of scheduling
an appointment scenario. When a patient chooses the desired slot, the system enables
the schedule button and let patient schedule his appointment. When the appointment is
scheduled successfully, the system sends the patient a confirmation mail.
Figure 13 presents the sequence diagram for finding the best competent doctor.
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Figure 12. Scheduling appointment sequence diagram
Once the patient selects his symptoms the system returns the associated physicians
with their calendars, the calendars highlights the availability date and time for each doctor.
Figure 14 shows the interaction of the doctor with the appointment system for can-
celling/rescheduling an appointment. When a doctor selects cancel button to cancel all
the appointments for a particular day, the system automatically reschedule appointment
for the patient with another competent doctor and sends the confirmation of rescheduled
appointment via email.
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Figure 13. Exploring competent physician sequence diagram
patientperspective patientControl patientModel
selectScheduleSlot()
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clickCancel()
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cancelAppointment(Slot)
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Display Cancel button
rescheduleAppointment()
Figure 14. Cancelling/rescheduling appointment sequence diagram
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4.9. Dynamic Models Instantiation
We performed a simulation to propagate additive and reductive changes in the EMR
service implementation to its associated test implementation. To set up the simulation, we
used Kermeta [100] to specify and instantiate two models associated with the EMR service:
a component model and a test model. The EMR service component model was initialized
with the names of the classes within the subsystem, as well as the dependency relationships
among them. Both the class names and dependency relationships were captured automati-
cally using Classycle [42].
Classycle dependencies are classified into three types: (1) usedBy: other software
components are using the adaptation target, (2) usesExternal: adaptation target uses exter-
nal java packages and libraries, and (3) usesInternal: adaptation target uses other software
components.
Figure 15 provides an overview of our proposed approach to instantiate and then load
the two models associated with the EMR service. A general parser has been built to popu-
late the required information from XML reports that was generated by Classycle analyzer,
and automatically create the dynamic instance of EMR component model (i.e. xmi file).
Although research is advancing in change propagation and testing adaptive systems during
runtime, there is a lack of development in the area of creating a comprehensive dynamic
instance of the test model automatically. While the automated generation of the dynamic
test model can handle the most important test information (i.e. callee, caller, hierarchical
test structures), some other test information needs to be injected manually (i.e. hardware,
software, stub and driver dependencies). Hence at this stage our methodology provides a
semi-automatic approach for building the test model.
The EMR test model conformed to the structure of the meta-model defined in Figure
5. Traceability relationships were handled through naming conventions, which we elabo-
rate on as part of the lessons learned in Subsection 6.
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Figure 15. Component and test models instantaition
We build an GUI in java that allows testers to feed the rest of the test model depen-
dencies for each test case. After saving the dependencies, an xmi file will be created that
contains the new feeded test information, the dynamic instance test model then might be
updated with the new test dependencies to get a full test case dependencies information.
As shown in figure 16 the tester could select the test method that required to update its
test dependencies from test method ComboBox, also he could select the class and package
which that test belongs to as well.
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Figure 16. Test case dependencies GUI
After adding all test dependencies and submitting the information, an .xmi file will
be created which would be used for updating the existed dynamic test model instance.
The Eclipse Test and Performance Tools Platform (TPTP) [97] Project provides a
way to address the entire test and performance life cycle, from early testing to production
application monitoring, including test editing and execution, monitoring, tracing and pro-
filing. TPTP offers different report views, the Method Invocation Details view used in our
approach to see the detailed information about all test cases that related to EMR service,
including test case name, class name, package name, and all methods have been invoked
during test case execution.
In order to create EMR dynamic instance test model, we parse each detailed test
case execution .xml file, extract only required information, and then merge all restructured
execution files into one .xml file to build an test model(.xmi) that conformed to the structure
of the meta-model defined in Figure 5.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section presents the setup of the experiments and the procedures for measuring
the performance of the approach for automatically updating runtime test models after self-
adaptation occurs. After self-adaptation introduces the removal or addition of components
from/to a program structure, some test cases may no longer be applicable, and some exist-
ing integration test cases should be updated to validate its interactions with the remaining
components in the software model. Alternatively, new test cases should be added to validate
the new component behavior and its interaction with other existing components.
We applied our approach to an adaptive java healthcare application described in
Chapter 4. In order to evaluate the generality of our approach, we applied our approach to
adaptive java jpacman application as well. We then compare the outcome against the result
of an evaluation performed by a developer. Our approach to measuring the performance
of the change propagation engine will be described later. The change propagation engine
in the exemplary state could correctly propagate all the test cases that correspond to the
changes in the component structure.
Finally, we apply Size, complexity, and Performance metrics to compare the two
adaptive software systems that were used in our study.
5.1. Propagating Reductive Changes Simulation
Using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) allowed us to load, change and save
existing models by using Kermeta [100]. Hence we used Kermeta to simulate a reductive
change in the EMR service related to ClinicalTrial, Treatment, PatientHistory, PatientInfo,
and finally EMRService features. This was achieved by creating and applying a transforma-
tion to the EMR component model that removed the {ClinicalTrial, Treatment, PatientHis-
tory, PatientInfo, EMRService} classes, and its associated dependency relationships. Our
change propagation engine then generated a set of transformative actions for synchronizing
the test model with the adapted component model.
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Figure 17. EMR component model dependencies call graph
After loading the dynamic instance of EMR component model, and before loading the
dynamic instance of EMR test model, based on the component dependency relationships,
our engine highlights in general a set of changes that must be propagated to correspondent
test model.
Figure 17 shows EMR component model dependencies call graph. Since Classycle’s
Analyzer is helpful for finding cyclic dependencies between classes and packages, as a first
step of change propagation, our engine only could propagate the integration tests that need
to be updated or removed based on the reductive target component. Here the propagation
engine skipped all unit tests, and detailed information about the integration test such as test
case name. For example after removing PatientHistory component our engine identifies
that this component is a caller of Symptom, Medication, Diagnosis, and Treatment, and is
a callee for PatientInfo and EMRService components as shown in Figure 17.
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As general transformative actions the engine propagates two changes to the test
model: (1) removing the integration test with all callers (Symptom, Medication, Diag-
nosis, and Treatment), (2) updating the integration test with all callees (PatientInfo and
EMRService).
Reductive target 
Component 
Caller Artifact type Actual 
Propagation 
Necessary 
Propagation 
Callee Transformative 
Action 
Statement 
PatientInfo 1 integration test 4 4 1 Update 4 
        
EMRService  unit test 1 1  Remove  
  3* integration test 1 1 6   
  4* integration test 1 1 2   
  1* integration test 1 1 1   
        
PatientHistory 1 integration test 3 3 1 Update 3 
        
ClinicalTrial 1 integration test 4 4 1 Update 4 
        
Treatment 1 integration test 3 3 1 Update 3 
 
Table 3. Detailed test model updates for reductive change simulation
Propagating detailed changes to the test model, required loading the EMR dynamic
instance test model that described in subsection 4.9. Utilizing naming conventions strategy
to handle the traceability relationship within the artifacts that make up the system allows the
change propagation engine to automatically lookup of specific test-related entries within an
artifact, and across multiple artifacts. To handle the consistency among the involved models
(i.e., component and test models) our synchronization approach is based on traceability
links between the these interrelated models.
Once the propagation engine identified all Unit-level test cases that associated with
the component targeted in the reductive change, remove transformative action will be
generated to remove these test cases from the test model without many considerations. This
is because unit tests validate the behavior of a component in isolation, and are therefore
independent of other components and tests.
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If the propagation engine detects any callee of the adaptation target, remove transfor-
mative action will be generated to remove the integration tests that validate the behavior of
the target with its callees (i.e. components that are invoked by the adaptation target) from
the test model. Since the adaptation target will be removed, tests that validate it with its
dependents will not affect other parts of the test model. The engine assumes a software
design in which there are no cyclic dependencies. As long as the target component would
have a great impact on the behavior of its caller components, the engine will generate
update transformative action to update the integration tests of caller components after the
adaptation target is removed. Table 3 summarizes the actions that were generated by our
change propagation simulation. We have simulated five reductive changes.
The component in Reductive target Component column is a component targeted in
the reductive change, Caller column points to the caller component for targeted component,
Artifact Type represents different type of test cases, Actual Propagation reveals the total
number of suggested changes, Necessary Propagation column shows the set of changes
that needed to be propagated, Callee column specifies all callee components for each test
case, Transformative action shows all actions that performed by our propagation engine to
update the test model, the last column Statement represents the total number of the exact
statement in the source code where the developers have to pay attention on to update the
integration test after a callee component is removed. This column is added to refine the
update procedure in column transformative action, and provide more detailed information
to the developer after reductive change takes place. Our engine is able to identify the exact
statement which needs to be modified in each test case instead of just generating update
action. The number of statements that need to be focus on for updating the integration test
are varies from the number of integration test itself, after removing a callee component, the
engine could highlight 4 statements as a total to be modified for 2 integration test, because
it depends on how many calls occurs in each integration test.
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 Figure 18. Major statements for updating the test model after reductive changes
Figure 18 shows part of the source code of the integration test (TestAddMedication())
that needs to be updated after removing Treatment component. the engine as shown in
Table 3 highlighted three statements where the developer should focus on to update the test
model, the highlighted statement in Figure 18 is one of three that are located in three test
cases.
Our engine propagates set of changes to the test model after simulating reductive
change to several EMR component model. As shown in Table 3 after removing PatientInfo
component, the engine doesn’t catch any Unit-level test cases associated with PatientInfo,
removal of PatientInfo will have a great impact on the behavior of its caller components,
thereby our engine asked for updating all tests that validate the behavior of PatientInfo
with EMRservice component. Finally our engine hasn’t detected any callee of PatientInfo
component.
5.2. Propagating Additive Changes Simulation
Prior to simulating additive changes to EMR service we had to maintain the de-
tailed dependency relationships information for all EMR components, and then build the
component model to be used for additive simulation. We used Kermeta to simulate addi-
tive changes in the EMR service related to Medication, Diagnosis, Symptom and finally
EMRService features. This was achieved by creating and applying a transformation to the
EMR component model that add the {Medication, Diagnosis, Symptom and EMRService}
classes respectively, and its associated dependency relationships.
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Our change propagation engine then generated a set of transformative actions for
synchronizing the test model with the adapted component model.
Additive target 
Component 
Artifact type Actual 
Propagation 
Necessary 
Propagation 
Callee Transformative 
Action 
Calls 
Diagnosis Unit test 7 7  Add  
       
EMRService unit test 3 5  Add  
 1* Integration test 1 1 1  1 
 4* Integration test 1 1 2  2 
 1* Integration test 1 1 2  4 
       
Medication Unit test 4 4  Add  
       
Symptom Unit test 4 4  Add  
 
Table 4. Detailed test model updates for additive change simulation
Table 4 summarizes the actions that were generated by our change propagation sim-
ulation. We have simulated four additive changes.
The component in Additive target Component column is a component targeted in the
Additive change, Artifact Type represents different type of test cases, Actual propagation
reveals the total number of suggested changes, Necessary Propagation column shows the set
of changes that needed to be propagated, Callee column specifies all callee components for
each test case, Transformative action shows all actions that performed by our propagation
engine to update the test model, the last column calls represents the total number of the
calls occurs in each test case to execute and pass that test case.
Our engine propagates set of changes to the test model after simulating additive
change to several EMR component model. As shown in table 4 after adding Medication
component, the engine doesn’t catch any Integration-level test associated with Medication
where Medication is a caller, the only transformative action were generated by the engine
were about adding 4 unit level test associated with Medication.
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After Adding the EMRservice the engine identifies 3 Unit-level test out of 5 need to
be added, while identifies 6 Integration-level test associated with EMRservice need to be
added out of 6 where the EMRservice is a caller.
5.3. Evaluation of Generalization
In our previous paper [2], in order to demonstrate and evaluate the proposed approach
we implemented a small autonomic system with runtime testing capabilities for evaluation
purposes. To provide a realistic context for the prototype, we developed the application
based on a healthcare scenario in which self-adaptation and self-testing could be practi-
cally useful. The initial version of the prototype is focused on assessing the feasibility of
automatically propagating reductive changes; in this work we extended the prototype to
include the additive change as well.
To demonstrate the generalization of our TIP approach into the domain of runtime
testing for self-adaptive software systems, the experiment should be performed on other
self-adaptive system (i.e., different application domain), our research investigation resulted
that there has been general lack of freely available real-world autonomic systems for eval-
uating self-testing approaches. Most products are commercial (i.e., closed source).
The three prototypes we investigated were:
• Carlos et al. [23] Dynamic Plans for Integration Testing of Self-adaptive Software
Systems, for approach evaluation purposes, they have developed a prototype ap-
plication that has been used to conduct some experiments, and to demonstrate the
feasibility of their approach. They have applied their prototype to a case study, the
case study used is a simple web shop application, which can be employed to sell
goods on the Internet. The software architecture of this application involves five
component types.
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• Steven et al. [95] A Self-Testing Autonomic Container, which can be defined as a
data structure, called as stack which has ability to reconfigure itself at runtime. When
the stack reaches its full capacity that is at 80%, it will reconfigure itself by increasing
the capacity. And to validate the newly configured stack, they applied the approach
of Replication with Validation, that is validation will be done on the copy of stack.
• Ramirez et al. [88] A Self-Testing Autonomic Job Scheduler also applies the same
concept of Autonomic Container but in more realistic way, which will hold the a
collection of job request and a pool of software agents for handling request. However
the prototype was not very realistic and it was just a simulation.
During our search for sample self-adaptive system we forced the following obstacles:
(1) We need access to the source code, as to verify the presence of a considerable test
suite and next to apply naming convention strategy to handle the traceability relationship,
profile and trace the junit tests execution, and finally trace the internal component interac-
tion to build the component model that handles the component dependency relationship;
(2) The implementations we made are currently targeted towards self-adaptive systems
developed in Java and dynamic language groovy; and (3) The approach we used to build
an self-adaptive software system is based on Spring framework which provides a core
application container that allows us to specify components (called beans) using XML
configurations, we used groovy to write these Beans. We used the Spring Framework to
provide a component-based application container for the three major application services.
These services were: EMRServices, AppointServices, and PharmacyServices. Services
were made adaptable using the dynamic language Groovy, which allows components to be
specified as beans within the application container. At runtime, the container was set to
monitor the Groovy beans for source code changes, and automatically reload them to use
the new implementations.
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Figure 19. Jpacman partial class diagram
The Adaptation subsystem included a manager that was responsible for updating the
component source (.groovy files) at runtime, and keeping a backup of the old one.
5.3.1. Sample Self-Adaptive System
we searched in Sourceforge for systems with a considerable JUnit test suite, to re-
implement it and get a self-adaptive version with runtime testing capabilities by using the
approach proposed by King et al. [68]. We successfully found JPacman 3.0 java application
which used for educational purposes.
The JPacman 3.0 system is a teaching example at the TU Delft used during a course
about software testing. Its implementation is an example of best practice Java, JUnit,
design-by-contract, etc.
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It has been developed using a test-intensive XP-style process, featuring unit and
integration tests achieving a high level of test coverage, Its test suite is based on JUnit 4,
but is compatible with older versions of JUnit. The source repository consists of 22 classes
and 16 test cases, totaling 2.3 kSLOC, Figure 19 presents the most important classes and
association dependencies from the pacman model, not all classes, methods, and attributes
have been added.
By using the same tools, languages, and frameworks for building an autonomic and
adaptive java healthcare application that described in Chapter 4, we build a self-adaptive
jpacman release with runtime testing capabilities.
5.4. Manual Developer Evaluation Oracle
To measure the performance of the proposed TIP approach, we compare the retrieved
propagated changes with a manual developer oracle, i.e., we consider and compare the
work of a developer who manually identified changes that should be performed to update
the test model after self-adaptation occurs as the objective baseline for this experiment.
This duty of identifying changes is part of a short questionnaire we generated and gave to
the developer as shown in Figure 20.
In the main questions of the questionnaire (question 4 and 5), we asked the developers
to identify all associated unit and integration tests for component class in the given list.
The list of component classes is randomly selected. We first ask the developer to go
through additive part, and then the reductive part for both adaptive systems (Healthcare
and jpacman).
5.5. Evaluation Criteria
As shown in Table 4 the following example shows simple scenario occurs after
runtime self-adaptation by adding component EMRService.
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 1. What is your favorite editor/IDE you use to develop software 
system? Have you used testing tools (testing framework, 
browsing, coverage, etc.)? 
 
2. How are you familiar with the (unit) and (integration) testing of 
the system? 
Do you have any experience in unit, integration testing and        
testing frameworks such as JUnit? 
 
3. How are you involved in the self-adaptive software system? 
How much experience do you have with dynamic language such 
as the groovy language? 
 
4. Additive part, please provide for each component class in the 
given list, the associated unit and integration tests. 
Based on the source code for each component class identify, 
 First, all Unit tests need to be added to the test suite. 
 Second, all Integration tests need to be added to the test suite, 
where the component class is a caller, and all its callee. 
 Third, all Integration tests need to be added to the test suite, 
where the component class is a callee, and its entire caller. 
 
5. Reductive part, please provide for each component class in the 
given list, the associated unit and integration tests. 
Based on the test suite identify, 
 First, all Unit tests need to be removed from the test suite if the 
component class is removed. 
 Second, all Integration tests need to be removed from the test 
suite, where the component class is a caller, and all its callee. 
 
Figure 20. Developer questionnaire
After component EMRService is added, our change engine propagates the additive
change and generates the following transformative action to be performed: First, six in-
tegration tests associated with EMRService component class should be added, our engine
detects that for all six tests the EMRSercive component is a caller. Second, three unit tests
associated with the EMRService component should be added to the test model without
many considerations. After comparing the changes generated and propagated by our engine
and the manual developer evaluation, we found that the engine missed two unit test should
be added after adding EMRService component.
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To measure the performance of propagation engine two main concepts of Information
Retrieval have been used: Recall and Precision. Where RECALL is the ratio of the number
of relevant propagated changes to the total number of relevant changes should perform on
test model, or
RECALL =
|relevantUT&IT ∩ propagatedUT&IT |
relevantUT&IT
PRECISION is the ratio of the number of relevant propagated changes to the total
number of irrelevant and relevant changes propagated, or
PRECISION =
|relevantUT&IT ∩ propagatedUT&IT |
propagatedUT&IT
The total set of propagated updates will be called the Propagated set; Propagated
= 3 unit and 6 integration tests. The set of updates that required to be propagated will
be called the Demanded set; Demanded = was 5 unit and 6 integration tests. These sets
don’t contain that component has been changed (EMRService). We define the number of
elements in propagated as P (P =9), and the number of elements in Demanded as D (D =
11). The number of elements in the intersection of Propagated and Demanded as PD (PD =
9). Based on these definitions, we define: Recall = PD/D, Precision = PD/P. In the above
scenario, Recall = 9/11 = 82% and Precision = 9/9 = 100%.
The following example shows simple scenario occurs after runtime self-adaptation
by removing component ClinicalTrial, as shown in Table 3 after component ClinicalTrial
is removed, our change engine propagates 4 integration test need to be updated, since
the engine detects that the targeted component is a callee for other components. After
comparing the changes generated and propagated by our engine and the manual developer
evaluation for ClinicalTrial, we found that the engine propagated all required changes that
needed to be performed to get up-to-date test model.
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Figure 21. Jpacman component model dependencies call graph
In the above scenario, p=4, D=4, PD=4, Recall = 4/4 = 100% and Precision = 4/4 =
100%.
5.6. Jpacman Additive and Reductive Changes Simulation
In order to propagating detailed changes to the test model of the Jpacman system,
we had to build the dynamic instance model of both component and test model. We have
generated the component and test model of adaptive jpacman in the same way we had did
for EMR.
After loading the dynamic instance of Jpacman component model, based on the
component dependency relationships, our engine highlights in general a set of changes
that must be propagated to correspondent test model.
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Figure 21 shows Jpacman component model dependencies call graph. For example
after removing Engine component our engine identifies that this component is a caller of
Player, Game, Monster, and is a callee for Pacman and BoardViewer components as shown
in Figure 21. As general transformative actions the engine propagates two changes to
test model: (1) removing the integration test with all callers (Player, Game, Monster), (2)
updating the integration test with all callees (Pacman and BoardViewer).
Reductive target 
Component 
Caller Artifact type Actual 
Propagation 
Necessary 
Propagation 
Callee Transformative 
Action 
Statement 
Board  Unit test 1 1  Remove  
  2*Integration test 1 1 1  2 
   Integration test 1 1 2  4 
 1 Integration test 1 1 1 Update 1 
        
Cell  Integration test 1 1 1 Remove 1 
 1 Integration test 1 1 1 Update 2 
 1 Integration test 1 1 1  1 
        
Engine 1 integration test 1 1 1 Update 5 
        
Game  Unit test 3 3  Remove  
        
Guest  integration test 1 1 1 Remove 1 
 1 integration test 1 1 1 Update 2 
  
ImageFactory  Unit test 2 2  Remove  
 
Move 1 Integration test 3 3 1 Update 3 
 
Observer  Integration test 1 1 1 Remove 5 
 
Pacman  Unit test 1 1  Remove  
 
Table 5. Jpacman detailed test model updates for reductive change simulation
The dynamic test model is conformed the meta-model that we have described earlier
in Section 4.3, after loading the Jpacman dynamic instance test model, our propagation
engine generated a set of actions for synchronizing the test model with the adapted compo-
nent model. Table 5 summarizes the actions that were generated by our change propagation
simulation. We have simulated Nine reductive changes.
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Our engine propagates set of changes to the test model after simulating reductive
change to several Jpacman component model. After removing Cell component, the engine
doesn’t catch any Unit-level test cases associated with Cell, removal of Cell will have a
great impact on the behavior of its caller components, thereby our engine asked for updating
all tests that validate the behavior of Cell with its caller component. Finally our engine
detects one integration test of Cell component with one callee needs to be removed.
In order to simulat additive changes to Jpacman we had to maintain the detailed de-
pendency relationships information for all EMR components, and then build the component
model to be used for additive simulation. We used Kermeta to simulate additive changes in
the Jpacman, this was achieved by creating and applying a transformation to the Jpacman
component model that add the { Board, BoarViewer, Food, ImageFactory, Monster, Move,
MovePlayer, Pacman, Player, Wall} classes respectively, and its associated dependency
relationships. Our change propagation engine then generated a set of transformative actions
for synchronizing the test model with the adapted component model.
Table 6 summarizes the actions that were generated by our change propagation sim-
ulation. We have simulated Ten additive changes. Our engine propagates set of changes to
the test model after simulating additive change to several Jpacman component model. As
shown in table 6 after Adding Move component, the engine identifies six Unit-level tests
associated with Move out of 8 unit tests, and four Integration-level tests need to be added
to the test model. The first integration test has two callees and four calls occurs in there,
two integration test has the same number of callees and calls which is one, and the last
integration test has two callees and two calls occurs in there.
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Additive target 
Component 
Artifact type Actual 
Propagation 
Necessary 
Propagation 
Callee Transformative 
Action 
Calls 
Board Unit test 4 5  Add  
 Integration test 1 1 1  2 
 Integration test 1 1 4  4 
 Integration test 1 2 1  1 
       
BoardViewer unit test 6 7  Add  
 2* Integration test 1 1 1  2 
  Integration test 1 1 2  5 
 2* Integration test 1 1 1  1 
       
Food Unit test 3 3  Add  
 3*Integration test 2 3 1  1 
       
ImageFactory Unit test 6 7  Add  
 
Monster Unit test 1 1  Add  
 2*Integration test 1 1 1  1 
 
Move Unit test 6 8  Add  
 Integration test 1 1 2  4 
 2*Integration test 1 1 1  1 
 Integration test 1 1 2  2 
 
PlayerMove Unit test 3 3  Add  
 2*Integration test 1 1 1  2 
 Integration test 1 1 2  3 
 Integration test 1 1 1  1 
 
Pacman Unit test 1 1  Add  
 4*Integration test 1 1 1  1 
 Integration test 1 1 2  3 
 Integration test 1 1 1  2 
 Integration test 1 1 2  5 
 2* Integration test 1 1 3  3 
 
Player Unit test 8 8  Add  
 Integration test 1 2 1  1 
 
Wall Unit test 2 2  Add  
 Integration test  1 1 1  1 
 
Table 6. Jpacman detailed test model updates for additive change simulation
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of the survey that has given to the developer, report on
the accuracy of the proposed TIP approach. For both self-adaptive systems in our study,
the developer completed the questionnaire, and the result used to compare and evaluate the
performance of our work.
Q1.An IDE (Eclipse or NetBeans) is used in the two systems. JUnit is a unit testing
framework for the Java programming language is commonly used for testing, For code
coverage Cobertura was used to focus on lines and branches while EclEmma to concentrate
on bytecode instructions and get line metrics.
Q2.The developer is working in testing field for more than 5 years, experience gained
with JUnit has been important in the development of test-driven development. As long
as his projects based on different languages he used to get to know some of the family
members of unit testing frameworks which referred to collectively as xUnit, such as, PHP
(PHPUnit), C# (NUnit), Python (PyUnit), Fortran (fUnit), Perl (Test::Class and Test::Unit)
and C++ (CPPUnit).
Q3.With this question, we intended to make sure the developer has at least little bit
of the experience in self-adaptive system. In general, the developer did not seem to have
much problem understanding the code and test suite, since groovy language builds upon
the strengths of Java but has additional power features inspired by languages like Python,
Ruby and Smalltalk, seamlessly integrates with all existing Java classes and libraries.
Q4.Q5.The developer gave the impression that identifying the unit and integration
test that need to be removed or add based on a specific component class was not hectic
task. To get the detail about some of reductive and additive developer manual evaluations
please refers to Appendix A and B.
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 Additive Reductive  
Precision Unit Integration Unit Integration 
EMRService 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Jpacman 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
 
 Additive Reductive  
Recall Unit Integration Unit Integration 
EMRService 90% 100% 100% 100% 
Jpacman 81% 80% 100% 100% 
 
Table 7. Mean precision and mean recall of the TIP approach
We calculated the recall and precision for each component was targeted in the reduc-
tive and additive simulation, then we calculate the mean recall and precision for the unit and
integration test in both the reductive and additive change simulations. Table 7 shows how
TIP change propagation engine provides the highest accurate precision measure on both
Jpacman and EMR Service in both Reductive and Additive simulations, 100% on Jpacman
for both unit and integration tests, and 100% on EMRService for both unit and integration
tests. The result based on recall measure is divided into several areas, for EMR Service
Additive simulation the engine provides high recall for integration tests 100% and a good
recall for unit tests 90%, while for Jpacman Additive simulation the engine provides a good
recall for both unit and integration tests 81% and 80% respectively. Back to the Reductive
simulation the engine provides high accuraacy on both Jpacman and EMR Service, 100%
on Jpacman for both unit and integration tests, and 100% on EMRService for both unit
and integration tests. From Table 7, we observe how TIP engine achieves high accuracy in
synchronizing component structure model with its test model. 100% in recall means the
engine propagate all relevant changes that needed to be propagated to updat the run time
test model, and 100% in precision means the engine propagates only relevant changes (i.e.
none of the propagated changes are irrelevant) to updat the run time test model.
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Size metric of the two software artifacts produced during implementation were gen-
erated using the Eclipse Metrics vl.3.6 [14] plugin. The data was automatically exported
from Metrics to XML format as an estimate of development overhead. In total, the Jpacman
system consists of 2.3 kSLOC and HealthCare system consist of 1.2 kSLOC. The time spent
to trace the execution of all test cases was acquired via the Eclipse Test and Performance
Tools Platform (TPTP) [97], TPTP spent 1.11 second to trace all the execution of the test
cases for the HealthCare application and 2.95 seconds for JPacman system. In addition
to the recall and precision performance measurement of our TIP engine we computed
the elapsed time, in seconds, taken to propagate the necessary changes and generate the
transformative actions to update the run time test model. After simulating the additive and
reductive changes in both systems in our study, we calculated the mean time that required
by our engine to propagate the changes, the performance results showed that the TIP engine
for the Jpacman system took 5 seconds in propagating the additive changes and 7 seconds
in propagating reductive changes, while took 4 seconds in propagating the additive changes
and 5 seconds in propagating reductive changes for HealthCare application. A windows-
based Intel Core i7 6GHz PC with 8GB RAM was used to collect the development and
performance metrics.
Developing the prototype provided us with much insight into the complexity of im-
plementing an automated solution to the research problem. Although our reductive and
additive examples of the EMR service and Jpacman were not a very complex scenarios
available, it allowed us to identify enough meta-data to achieve checking-level propagation.
We discovered that even for the propagation engine to be able to identify general points
of change in the test model, we had to maintain highly detailed information on both the
adaptable components and their associated tests.
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This information included a list of the components test cases, along with the file-
names, locations, and access information for the: (1) test scripts that contain the tests, (2)
test drivers that make calls to the tests, and (3) test stubs and/or data files used by the tests.
Our simulation results and experience also revealed the central role of the meta-model in
enabling change propagation.
Using naming convention resolution strategy to handle the traceability relationship
represents a valuable support for the developer during the identification of relationships
between unit tests and component class under test. One of the lessons learned in our work
was the importance of utilizing naming conventions within the artifacts that make up the
system. The purpose of the naming conventions was to allow the automatic lookup of
specific test-related entries within an artifact, and across multiple artifacts. Conventions
included the use of unique identifiers for all components and test cases, and the reuse of
component IDs within test IDs for traceability.
6.1. Threats to Validity
In this section we describe the threats to validity that could affect our results. Re-
garding construct validity, we have contacted three developers to identify manually all tests
that need to be added or removed based on target component class for both self-adaptive
systems. We got a response from two developers. Inexperience, lack of motivation or
human mistake factors could impact the correctness of the manual evaluation. Therefore
we counter the experience argument by the selection of developer. The developers that we
have chosen are a project leader with more than 5 years experience in the testing field, and
the second developer is still junior with no experience in adaptive system. The developer
was motivated to do his task so we got a quick response from his side.
Recall and Precision are widely used metrics for assessing relevant retrieval ap-
proaches and traceability recovery techniques [6, 73, 50, 106].
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Thereby we used these metrics to measure the accuracy of our engine to retrieve
the only associated tests and dependencies that need to be updated or generated to get
consistent component and test model after self-adaptation occurs.
Although if naming convention strategy seems to be the most accurate strategy for
establishing traceability link between unit tests and component under test [90], the relation-
ships between tests and component class under test are not always one-to-one. Therefore
our approach used naming convention strategy to handle the traceability relationship but
does not rely completely on this strategy. The TIP approach was able to identify all classes
that might be targeted in each test, by tracing all interactions among system components
and tests cases.
Finally, Regarding the generality of the approach and result (external validity), an
important threat is related to the case studies used in the evaluation. To reduce such a
threat we use open source system jpacman, and a real service oriented healthcare applica-
tion. Note that Jpacman has been previously used to evaluate the accuracy of traceability
recovery approaches based on naming conventions strategy [90, 87].
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this dissertation we investigated in the importance of having First, Runtime val-
idation and verification (V&V) in self-adaptive software. Since self-adaptation modifies
the structure and behavior of the system, runtime V&V is necessary to ensure that errors
are not introduced as a result of the adaptation process; Second, Up-to-date test models. If
self-adaptation introduces a new component, new integration test cases should be generated
to validate its interactions with existing components. Similarly, if an existing component
is removed, some test cases may no longer be applicable or adequate for testing, due to
changes in program structure. Such test cases would therefore have to be updated or pruned
from the runtime test model. As a result, the runtime test model for the system will be made
consistent with its new structure after dynamic adaptation.
To ensure that runtime testing of autonomic software can be applied in practice, it
was necessary to investigate techniques for automatically updating runtime test models
after self-adaptation occurs. Using multi-shot transformation approaches such as change
propagation, an emerging field of MDE could be effective for synchronizing different
software models at runtime.
As a preliminary step in our investigation, we performed a systematic literature
review to determine the current landscape surrounding the research problem. To properly
focus the review, we formulated the high-level research question, and then we expanded
it into a series of questions. The main motivations behind our research questions were:
(1) Identify works related to the idea of synchronizing test models at runtime in adaptive
software; (2) Assess the usefulness of approaches in the literature for synchronizing run-
time models without having to completely re-construct the target model; and (3) Assess
the practicality of developing a prototype of a solution to our specific problem using the
approaches from 2.
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Conducting the systematic review led us to several articles on the use of models at
runtime, as well as current research directions in the area of MDE. The works on models
at runtime included papers that harness executable models for dynamic adaptation and
software testing, as separate issues. No works that specifically address the problem of
automatically synchronizing runtime test models in adaptive software were found during
the literature search. The results of the systematic literature review indicated that the
proposed research direction may lead to advances in two relatively open fields of software
engineering research: (1) runtime testing of autonomic and adaptive systems, and (2)
change propagation.
In this dissertation we have developed, described, and evaluated a model-driven
approach that is based on change propagation for synchronizing component models and
runtime test models in autonomic software after dynamic adaptation. To investigate prac-
tical issues surrounding the research problem, a prototype of the approach was developed
and used to demonstrate its feasibility. Traceability relationships were handled through the
naming conventions strategy. The approach is referred to as Test Information Propagation
(TIP). We extended the TIP prototype in [2] by including the additive change propagation
capability. The TIP was able to identify and then propagate the new component detailed
information such as interfaces, implementations, callers, and callees into the test model
after additive changes occur at runtime. The prototype simulates reductive and additive
changes to an autonomic, service-oriented healthcare application. We elaborated on the
transformative action update to provide more detailed information and to focus the updating
process.
Designing and building a self-adaptive Health care application allowed us to identify
major software components, and to create appropriate test cases. Testing tools were applied
to assess coverage of the test suite.
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To demonstrate the generalization of our TIP approach into the domain of runtime
testing for self-adaptive software systems, the experiment was performed an another self-
adaptive system in a different application domain. To measure the performance of the prop-
agation engine two main concepts of information retrieval were used: Recall and Precision.
We compared the retrieved propagated changes with a manual developer oracle, i.e., we
consider and compare the work of a developer who manually identified changes that should
be performed to update the test model after self-adaptation occurs as the objective baseline
for this experiment. This duty of identifying changes is part of a short questionnaire we
generated and gave to the developer. The developer has worked in the testing field for more
than 5 years, including experience gained with JUnit which is important in the development
of test-driven development. To the best of our knowledge, the approach presented in this
dissertation is the first attempt addressing the research problem under investigation. The
experiments performed demonstrated that our approach is able to propagate reductive and
additive changes with high accuracy.
As future work, we intend to fully improve the TIP approach in which the sug-
gested new test cases by our engine are dynamically generated by exploring some of
the approaches for automatically generating test cases from source code. Pacheco et al.
[84] presented an automatic unit test generator for Java called Randoop. It automatically
creates unit tests for java classes, in JUnit format. Randoop generates unit tests using
feedback-directed random test generation. Their technique generates sequences of methods
and constructor invocations for the classes under test, and uses the sequences to create
tests.Randoop tool can do the following: 1) Generate unit tests; 2) Captures behavior of
existing code; 3) Produce random test data; and 4) Automatically execute tests. Whitney
[104] presented a tool for automatic JUnit test creation as a part of his thesis. His tool
provides a GUI that allow tester to input test values and specify expected results. The GUI
allows developers to work at the problem domain level of abstraction.
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This will reduce cognitive load since developers will no longer have to worry about
coding the test harness at the same time they are deriving the test. We also intend to extend
the TIP prototype to include the mutation changes, so that our prototype will be able to
propagate all types of changes (i.e., add new components, remove exist components, or
modify existing ones). More case studies will be used to evaluate the accuracy of TIP
approach.
Another beneficiary of TIP is merging the cloud computing infrastructures to improve
the healthcare industry. As a part of the future work, the prototype can be served as a con-
crete real world problem in the healthcare domain. Each healthcare provider can make use
of services available in a cloud environment. To ensure feasibility of the application in the
cloud environment, the approach used by King et al. [66] can be used to perform adequate
testing. In their approach, testing would be performed on copy of the service to avoid
interruption, (i.e., Replication with validation), due to high availability and requirements
of the service. To achieve the replication with validation and test environment the design
is incorporated in virtual environment. In this test environment each service provider host
Test Support as a Service [66], which would help in accessing the test model of the different
service provider and also helps in updating the test model if needed.
In this dissertation we have evaluated how built-in regression tests for autonomic
systems can be updated after dynamic changes have been made to the software systems.
Regression testing is an expensive maintenance process directed at validating modified
software. Regression test selection techniques attempt to reduce the cost of regression
testing by selecting tests from a programs existing test suite [46]. Several regression test
selection techniques have been depicted in the testing literature, (e.g., Minimization, Safe,
Dataflow-Coverage-Based, Ad Hoc/Random, Retest-All techniques). As future work, we
intend to conduct an experiment to examine the relative costs and benefits of some of these
regression test selection techniques and our technique for updating regression test.
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In the experiment we would concentrate on the relative abilities of the examined tech-
niques and our in reducing regression testing effort and detect faults in modified programs.
One of the important means of assuring the validation of the dynamic adaptive system
is by obtaining the trace of the inter-component interactions [78]. Interactions are the most
commonly used tools to model behavioral aspects of the system [57]. In this dissertation
we used TPTP profiler to trace all components interaction and test cases execution for
validating dynamic adaptive system by analyzing execution traces. As future work, we
intend to build a general profiler that collects all the traces of execution at the runtime and
makes it possible to successfully trace the interactions among components with minimal
overheads and gets the output in the form of a trace file.
Software metrics are quantitative measures of some properties of a part of software.
Coupling is defined as the degree to which each program module depends on the other
modules. Low coupling is desired among the modules of an object-oriented application
and it is a sign for a good design. High coupling may lower the understandability and
the maintainability of a software system [60]. For testing, four unordered types are needed,
These four coupling types were used to define coupling-based testing criteria for integration
testing. The four types are defined between pairs of units (A and B) as follows [60]. (1) Call
coupling refers to calls between units (unit A calls unit B or unit B calls unit A) and there
are no parameters, common variable references, or common references to external media
between the two units. In this dissertation we focus on this type of coupling to determine
components dependencies, as future work we intend to consider the following remaining
three types in capturing components dependencies, (2) Parameter coupling refers to all
parameter passing, (3) Shared data coupling refers to procedures that both refer to the same
data objects, (4) External device coupling refers to procedures that both access the same
external medium.
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s2D) 
jpacman.controll
er.ImageFactory/ 
monster(int) 
Test  
PacmanUI(jpacm
an.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.Pacman) 
 
 
jpacman.controll
er.PacmanUI/ -
clinit-() 
test  
paint(java.awt.Gr
aphics) 
test  
drawCell(int, int, 
java.awt.Graphic
s2D) 
jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
getPlayerLastDx(
) 
  
Test  
windowWidth() 
 
 
test  
drawCell(int, int, 
java.awt.Graphic
s2D) 
jpacman.controll
er.ImageFactory/ 
player(int, int, 
int) 
  
 test  
drawCell(int, int, 
java.awt.Graphic
s2D) 
jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
getPlayerLastDy(
) 
  
 Test  
nextAnimation() 
jpacman.controll
er.ImageFactory/ 
monsterAnimatio
nCount() 
  
 Test  
nextAnimation() 
jpacman.controll
er.ImageFactory/ 
playerAnimation
Count() 
  
 Test  
worldHeight() 
jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
boardHeight() 
  
 Test   
worldWidth() 
jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
boardWidth() 
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 Class Name: Food 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
Test  Food() Test  Food() int) jpacman.model.
Guest/ Guest() 
test  createFood() jpacman.model.
Game/ Food() 
test  getPoints() Test  
meetPlayer(jpac
man.model.Playe
rMove) 
jpacman.model.P
layerMove/ 
setFoodEaten(int
) 
test  
createFood() 
jpacman.
model.Game/ 
getPoints() 
test  guestType()   test  createFood() jpacman.
model.Game/ -
clinit-() 
   Test  
guestCode(int, 
int) 
 jpacman.mo
del.Board/ 
guestType() 
 
 Class Name: ImageFactory 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
test  
getImage(java.la
ng.String) 
  Test  
BoardViewer(jpa
cman.model.Engi
ne) 
jpacman.c
ontroller.BoardV
iewer/ 
ImageFactory() 
test  
ImageFactory() 
  Test  
BoardViewer(jpa
cman.model.Engi
ne) 
jpacman.controll
er.BoardViewer/ 
-clinit-() 
 
Test 
monsterAnimatio
nCount() int 
  Test  
drawCell(int, int, 
java.awt.Graphic
s2D)  
jpacman.controll
er.BoardViewer/ 
monster(int) 
 
 
Test  
monster(int) 
  Test  
drawCell(int, int, 
java.awt.Graphic
s2D) 
jpacman.controll
er.BoardViewer/ 
player(int, int, 
int) 
Test  
playerAnimation
Count() 
  Test  
nextAnimation() 
jpacman.controll
er.BoardViewer/ 
monsterAnimatio
nCount() 
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Test  player(int, 
int, int) 
  Test  
nextAnimation() 
jpacman.controll
er.BoardViewer/ 
playerAnimation
Count() 
 
 Class Name: Monster 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
Test   
guestType() 
Test   
meetPlayer(jpac
man.model.Playe
rMove) 
jpacman.model.
Move/die() 
test  
createMonster() 
jpacman.model.
Game/ Monster() 
 
 Test  Monster() jpacman.model.
MovingGuest/ 
MovingGuest() 
test  
createMonster() 
jpacman.model.
Game/ -clinit-() 
   test  
guestCode(int, 
int) 
jpacman.model.B
oard/ 
guestType() 
 
 Class Name: Move 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
Test  die() test  apply() jpacman.model.C
ell/ 
getInhabitant() 
test  apply() jpacman.model.P
layerMove/ 
apply() 
test  
getMovingGuest(
) 
test  apply() jpacman.model.
Guest/ 
occupy(jpacman.
model.Cell) 
Test  
invariant() 
jpacman.
model.PlayerMo
ve/ 
moveInvariant() 
test  
movePossible() 
test  apply() jpacman.model.
Guest/ 
deoccupy() 
Test invariant() jpacman.
model.PlayerMo
ve/ 
getMovingGuest(
) 
Test  
Move(jpacman.
model.MovingG
uest, 
test  apply() jpacman.model.
Guest/ 
getLocation() 
Test  
meetPlayer(jpac
man.model.Playe
rMove) 
jpacman.model.
Monster/ die() 
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jpacman.model.C
ell) 
test  playerDies() Test  
moveDone() 
jpacman.model.
Guest/ 
getLocation() 
Test  
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
jpacman.
model.Game/ -
clinit-() 
test  
withinBorder() 
Test  
moveInvariant() 
jpacman.model.
Guest/ 
getLocation() 
test  
PlayerMove(jpac
man.model.Playe
r, 
jpacman.model.C
ell) 
jpacman.
model.PlayerMo
ve/ 
precomputeEffec
ts() 
 Test  
precomputeEffec
ts() 
jpacman.model.C
ell/ 
getInhabitant() 
test  
PlayerMove(jpac
man.model.Playe
r, 
jpacman.model.C
ell) 
jpacman.model.P
layerMove/ 
Move(jpacman.m
odel.MovingGue
st, 
jpacman.model.C
ell) 
 Test  
precomputeEffec
ts() 
jpacman.model.P
layerMove/ 
tryMoveToGuest
(jpacman.model.
Guest)  
  
 
 Class Name:  MovePlayer 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
test  
getFoodEaten() 
Test  apply() jpacman.model.
Move/ apply() 
test  
meetPlayer(jpac
man.model.Playe
rMove) 
jpacman.
model.Food/ 
setFoodEaten(int
) 
 
Test  getPlayer() Test  apply() jpacman.model.P
layer/ eat(int) 
Test  
movePlayer(int, 
int)  
jpacman.model.
Game/ 
PlayerMove(jpac
man.model.Playe
r, 
jpacman.model.C
ell)  
test  
setFoodEaten(int
) 
Test  apply() jpacman.model.P
layer/ 
getPointsEaten() 
test  
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
 jpacman.mo
del.Game/ -
clinit-() 
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 Test  invariant() jpacman.model.
Move/ 
moveInvariant() 
test  
precomputeEffec
ts() 
jpacman.model.
Move/ 
tryMoveToGuest
(jpacman.model.
Guest) 
 Test  invariant() jpacman.model.
Move/ 
getMovingGuest(
) 
  
 Test  
PlayerMove(jpac
man.model.Playe
r, 
jpacman.model.C
ell) 
jpacman.model.
Move/ 
precomputeEffec
ts() 
  
 
 
Test  
PlayerMove(jpac
man.model.Playe
r, 
jpacman.model.C
ell) 
jpacman.model.
Move/ 
Move(jpacman.
model.MovingG
uest, 
jpacman.model.C
ell) 
  
 
 
Test  
tryMoveToGuest
(jpacman.model.
Guest) 
jpacman.model.
Wall/ 
meetPlayer(jpac
man.model.Playe
rMove) 
  
 
 Class Name: Pacman 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
test  exit() Test  down() jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
test  
keyPressed(java.
awt.event.KeyEv
ent) 
jpacman.controll
er.PacmanUI/ 
up() 
 test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine) 
jpacman.controll
er.AbstractMonst
erController/ -
clinit-() 
 
test  
keyPressed(java.
awt.event.KeyEv
ent) 
jpacman.c
ontroller.Pacman
UI/ down() 
 test  
Pacman(jpacman
jpacman.controll
er.RandomMonst
test  
keyPressed(java.
jpacman.c
ontroller.Pacman
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.model.Engine) erMover/ 
RandomMonster
Mover(jpacman.
model.Engine) 
 
awt.event.KeyEv
ent) 
UI/ right() 
 test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine) 
jpacman.controll
er.RandomMonst
erMover/ -clinit-
() 
  
test  
keyPressed(java.
awt.event.KeyEv
ent) 
jpacman.c
ontroller.Pacman
UI/ left() 
 Test Pacman() jpacman.model.E
ngine/ Engine() 
  
 Test  Pacman() jpacman.model.E
ngine/ -clinit-() 
  
 Test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.IMonsterContr
oller) 
jpacman.controll
er.PacmanUI/ 
PacmanUI(jpacm
an.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.Pacman) 
 
  
 Test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.IMonsterContr
oller) 
jpacman.controll
er.PacmanUI/ 
display() 
 
 
  
 Test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.IMonsterContr
oller) 
jpacman.controll
er.Animator/ 
Animator(jpacma
n.controller.Boar
dViewer) 
  
 
 
Test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.IMonsterContr
oller) 
jpacman.controll
er.PacmanUI/ -
clinit-() 
 
  
  
 Test  
Pacman(jpacman
.model.Engine, 
jpacman.controll
er.IMonsterContr
oller) 
jpacman.controll
er.PacmanUI/ 
getBoardViewer(
) 
 
 
  
 Test  quit() jpacman.controll   
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er.Animator/ 
stop() 
 Test  quit()   
jpacman.model.E
ngine/ quit() 
  
 Test  quit() jpacman.controll
er.AbstractMonst
erController/ 
stop() 
  
 Test  right() jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
  
 Test  start() jpacman.model.E
ngine/ start() 
  
 Test  start() jpacman.controll
er.AbstractMonst
erController/start
() 
  
 Test  start() jpacman.controll
er.Animator/start
() 
  
 Test  up() jpacman.
model.Engine/ 
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
  
 Test  left() jpacman.model.E
ngine/ 
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
  
 
 Class Name: player 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
Test  die() Test  Player() jpacman.model.
MovingGuest 
/MovingGuest()  
Test  apply()   
jpacman.model.P
layerMove/ 
eat(int) 
Test  eat(int)   Test  
apply() 
jpacman.model.P
layerMove 
/getPointsEaten() 
Test  getLastDx()   Test  jpacman.
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getFoodEaten() model.Engine/ 
getPointsEaten() 
Test  getLastDy()   Test  
getPlayerLastDx(
) 
jpacman.
model.Game/ 
getLastDx() 
Test  
getPointsEaten() 
  Test  
getPlayerLastDy(
) 
jpacman.model.
Game/ 
getLastDy() 
Test  guestType()   Test  
guestCode(int, 
int) 
jpacman.
model.Board/ 
guestType() 
Test  living()   Test  
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
jpacman.model.
Game/ 
setLastDirection(
int, int) 
Test  
setLastDirection(
int, int) 
  Test  
playerDied() 
jpacman.model.
Game/ living() 
 
 
  Test  
playerWon() 
jpacman.model.
Game/ 
getPointsEaten() 
 
 Class Name: Wall 
Unit test needs 
to be added 
 
Integration test needs to be 
added(class here is a 
caller) 
     Integration test needs to be added 
(class here is a callee) 
 
Test Callee/method Test Caller/method 
Test  guestType() Test  Wall() jpacman.model.
Guest/Guest() 
test  
addGuestFromC
ode(char, int, int) 
jpacman.model.
Game/ Wall() 
Test  meetPlayer 
(jpacman.model.
PlayerMove) 
  test  
addGuestFromC
ode(char, int, int) 
jpacman.model.
Game/ -clinit-() 
   test  
guestCode(int, 
int) 
jpacman.model.B
oard/ 
guestType() 
 
 
  Test  
tryMoveToGuest
(jpacman.model.
Guest) 
jpacman.model.P
layerMove/ 
meetPlayer(jpac
man.model.Playe
rMove) 
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 Class Name:  ClinicalTrial 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testConfirmDia
gnosis_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRServic/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
  
 testConfirmDia
gnosis_sunny() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRServic/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
  
 testGetClinical
Trials_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRServic/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
  
 testGetClinical emrservicedesi   
APPENDIX B. MANUAL EVALUATION REDUCTIVE ORACLE
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Trials_sunny() gn.EMRServic/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 Class Name:  Diagnosis 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testGetDate() testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
  
testGetDisease(
) 
testConfirmDia
gnosis_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
  
testGetSympto
m() 
testConfirmDia
gnosis_sunny() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
  
testSetDate() testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
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testSetDisease() testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
  
testSetSympto
m() 
    
 
 Class Name: EMRService 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 
testGetPatientIn
fo_rainy() 
  testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Diagnosis/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Symptom/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Medication/ 
Medication(jav
a.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 
  testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Treatment/ 
Treatment(java.
lang.String, 
java.util.Date, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 
  testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry/ 
PatientHistory(j
120
ava.util.ArrayLi
st, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist)  
 
 
  testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientInfo/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int, 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry) 
 
 
  testConfirmDia
gnosis_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Diagnosis/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testConfirmDia
gnosis_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.ClinicalTrial
/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 
  testConfirmDia
gnosis_sunny( 
emrservicedesi
gn.Diagnosis/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testConfirmDia
gnosis_sunny( 
emrservicedesi
gn.ClinicalTrial
/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
121
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 
  testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Diagnosis/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Symptom/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Medication/ 
Medication(jav
a.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 
  testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Treatment/ 
Treatment(java.
lang.String, 
java.util.Date, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
 
 
  testCreateDiagn
osis() 
  
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry/ 
PatientHistory(j
ava.util.ArrayLi
st, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
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java.util.ArrayL
ist) 
 
 
  testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientInfo/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int, 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry) 
 
 
  testGetClinical
Trials_rainy() 
emrserv
icedesign.Symp
tom/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
 
 
  testGetClinical
Trials_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.ClinicalTrial
/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
  
 
 
  testGetClinical
Trials_sunny() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Symptom/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
   testGetClinical
Trials_sunny() 
emrservicedesi
gn.ClinicalTrial
/ 
ClinicalTrial(ja
va.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
, 
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java.lang.String
) 
   testGetPatientIn
fo_sunny() 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientInfo/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int) 
   testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Diagnosis/ 
Diagnosis(java.
lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, java.util.Date) 
   testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Symptom/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
   testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Medication/ 
Medication(jav
a.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
) 
   testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.Treatment/ 
Treatment(java.
lang.String, 
java.util.Date, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
) 
   testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry/ 
PatientHistory(j
ava.util.ArrayLi
st, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist) 
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   testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientInfo/
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int, 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry) 
 
 Class Name:  Medication 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testGetDosage(
) 
testAddMedicat
ion() 
   
testGetSideEffe
cts() 
testCreateDiagn
osis() 
   
testSetDosage() testScheduleTre
atment() 
   
testSetSideEffe
cts() 
    
 
 Class Name:  PatientHistory 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
PatientHistory(j
ava.util.ArrayLi
st, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist) 
  
 testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
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/ 
PatientHistory(j
ava.util.ArrayLi
st, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist) 
 testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
PatientHistory(j
ava.util.ArrayLi
st, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist, 
java.util.ArrayL
ist) 
  
 
 Class Name:  Patientinfo 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int, 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry) 
  
 testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int, 
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emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry 
 testGetPatientIn
fo_sunny() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int) 
  
 testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
PatientInfo(java
.lang.String, 
java.lang.String
, int, int, 
emrservicedesi
gn.PatientHisto
ry) 
  
 
 Class Name:  Symptom 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testGetDate() testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
  
testGetDescript
ion() 
testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
  
testSetDate() testGetClinical
Trials_rainy() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
  
testSetDescripti testGetClinical emrservicedesi   
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on() Trials_sunny() gn.EMRService
/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
 testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Symptom(java.l
ang.String, 
java.util.Date) 
  
 
 Class Name:  Treatment 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testAddMedicat
ion() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Treatment(java.
lang.String, 
java.util.Date, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
)  
  
 testCreateDiagn
osis() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Treatment(java.
lang.String, 
java.util.Date, 
java.lang.String
, 
java.lang.String
)  
  
 testScheduleTre
atment() 
emrservicedesi
gn.EMRService
/ 
Treatment(java.
lang.String, 
java.util.Date, 
java.lang.String
, 
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java.lang.String
) 
 
 Class Name: Board 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testGettingWid
thHeight() 
testCellAtOffse
t() 
jpacman.model.
Cell/getCell(int, 
int) 
testFailingBoar
dCreation() 
TestUtils.jpacm
an/-clinit-() 
   testFailingBoar
dCreation() 
TestUtils.jpacm
an/assertionsEn
abled() 
   testGettingCells
FromBoard() 
jpacman.model.
Cell/getY() 
   testGettingCells
FromBoard() 
jpacman.model.
Cell/getX() 
 
 
  testOccupy() jpacman.model.
Guest/-clinit-() 
 
 
  testOccupy() jpacman.model.
Guest/occupy(j
pacman.model.
Cell) 
 
 
  testOccupy() jpacman.model.
Food/Food() 
 
 
  testOccupy() jpacman.model.
Food/-clinit-() 
 
 Class Name: Cell 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testGettingCells
FromBoard() 
jpacman.model.
Board/ getY() 
testCellAtOffse
t() 
jpacman.model.
Board/ 
getCell(int, int) 
 testGettingCells
FromBoard() 
jpacman.model.
Board/ getX() 
  
 testOccupyDeo
ccupy() 
jpacman.model.
Guest/ 
getInhabitant() 
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 Class Name: Engine 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Observer/ 
inPlayingState(
) 
  
 testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Observer/ 
start() 
  
 testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Observer/ 
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
  
 testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Observer/ quit() 
  
 testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Observer/ 
inHaltedState() 
  
 
 Class Name: Game 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testDxDyImpos
sibleMove() 
 
    
testDxDyPossib
leMove() 
 
    
 
testGetMonster
s() 
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 Class Name: Guest 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testOccupy() jpacman.model.
Board/-clinit-() 
testOccupyDeo
ccupy() 
jpacman.model.
Cell/getInhabita
nt() 
 testOccupy() jpacman.model.
Board/occupy(j
pacman.model.
Cell) 
  
 
 Class Name:  ImageFactory 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testMonster()     
testPlayer()     
 
 Class Name: Move 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
 testSimpleGette
rs() 
jpacman.model.
PlayerMove/ 
movePossible() 
  
 testSimpleGette
rs() 
jpacman.model.
PlayerMove/-
clinit-() 
  
 testSimpleGette
rs() 
jpacman.model.
PlayerMove/pla
yerDies() 
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 Class Name: Observer 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
 Test Caller Test Callee 
   testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Engine 
/inPlayingState(
) 
   testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Engine/ 
movePlayer(int, 
int) 
   testUpdates() jpacman.model.
ObserverTest$
MyObserver/ 
access$1(jpacm
an.model.Obser
verTest$MyOb
server) 
   testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Engine/ quit() 
   testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Engine/ 
inHaltedState() 
   testUpdates() jpacman.model.
Engine/ start() 
 
 Class Name: pacman 
 
Unit test needs 
to be removed 
Integration test needs to be 
updated(class here is a callee) 
 
Integration test needs to be 
removed(class here is a caller) 
Test Caller Test Callee 
testTopLevelA
lphaOmega() 
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